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Abstract

The purpose of this thesis is to initiate Arakelov theory in a noncommu¬

tative setting. The first chapter is concerned with Arakelov theory of non¬

commutative arithmetic curves. A noncommutative arithmetic curve is the

spectrum of a Z-order O in a finite dimensional semisimple Q-algebra. Our

first main result is an arithmetic Riemann-Roch formula in this setup. We

proceed with introducing the Grothendieck group Ko(ö) of arithmetic vec¬

tor bundles on a noncommutative arithmetic curve Spec (9 and show that

there is a uniquely determined degree map deg0 : Ko(ö) —> K, which we

use to define a height function Ho- We prove that the height Ho satisfies

duality whenever the order Ö is maximal. As an application of the height

Ho, we establish a version of "Siegel's Lemma" over division algebras of

finite dimension over Q.
Arakelov theory of noncommutative arithmetic surfaces is subject of the

second chapter. Roughly speaking, a noncommutative arithmetic surface

is a noncommutative projective scheme of cohomological dimension 1 of

finite type over SpecZ. An important example is the category of coherent

C-modules, where Ö is a coherent sheaf of Ox-algebras and Ox is the struc¬

ture sheaf of a commutative arithmetic surface X. Since smooth hermitian

metrics are not available in our noncommutative setting, we have to adapt
the definition of arithmetic vector bundles on noncommutative arithmetic

surfaces. We consider pairs (S,ß) consisting of a coherent sheaf S and an

automorphism ß of the real sheaf £r induced by S. We define the intersec¬

tion of two such objects via the determinant of the cohomology and prove

a Riemann-Roch theorem for arithmetic line bundles on noncommutative

arithmetic surfaces.
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Zusammenfassung

Die Absicht der vorliegenden Arbeit ist, Arakelov-Theorie in einem nicht¬

kommutativen Rahmen einzuführen. Das erste Kapitel befasst sich mit der

Arakelov-Theorie nichtkommutativer arithmetischer Kurven. Darunter ver¬

stehen wir das Spektrum einer Z-Ordnung in einer endlich-dimensionalen

halbeinfachen Q-Algebra. Das erste zentrale Ergebnis ist eine Riemann-

Roch Formel über nichtkommutativen arithmetischen Kurven. Des wei¬

teren definieren wir die Grothendieck-Gruppe Kq(ö) arithmetischer Vek¬

torbündel auf einer nichtkommutativen arithmetischen Kurve Spec ö und

beweisen, dass es eine eindeutig bestimmte Gradabbildung deg0 : Ko(ö) —>

K. gibt, die wir benutzen, um eine Höhenfunktion Ho einzuführen. Wir

zeigen, dass die Höhe Ho die Dualitätseigenschaft erfüllt, falls die Ordnung
ö maximal ist. Als eine Anwendung der Höhe Ho beweisen wir eine Ver¬

sion von "Siegel's Lemma" über Divisionsalgebren von endlicher Dimension

über Q.
Arakelov-Theorie nichtkommutativer arithmetischer Flächen ist das The¬

ma des zweiten Kapitels. Grob gesagt, ist eine nichtkommutative arith¬

metische Fläche ein nichtkommutatives projektives Schema, das kohomol-

ogische Dimension 1 hat und von endlichem Typ über SpecZ ist. Ein

wichtiges Beispiel ist die Kategorie der koherenten C-Moduln, wobei ö eine

koherente Garbe von öx-Algebren und öx die Strukturgarbe einer kom-

mutativen arithmetischen Fläche X ist. Da in unserem nichtkommutativen

Fall glatte hermitsche Metriken nicht zur Verfügung stehen, müssen wir die

Definition arithmetischer Vektorbündel auf nichtkommutativen Flächen an¬

passen. Wir betrachten Paare (£,ß), die aus einer koherenten Garbe £ und

einem Automorphismus ß der von £ induzierten reellen Garbe £r beste¬

hen. Wir definieren die Schnittvielfachheit zweier solcher Objekte mittels

der Determinante der Kohomologie und beweisen ein Riemann-Roch Theo¬

rem für arithmetische Geradenbündel auf nichtkommutativen arithmeti¬

schen Flächen.
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Introduction

Back in 1974, Arakelov [Al; A2] founded a new geometry which allows to

attack problems in number theory with geometric tools. The crucial idea

is to complete an algebraic variety over the spectrum of the ring of integers
of an algebraic number field by including the points at infinity, that is,
the archimedean places. This is done by considering hermitian structures

in addition to sheaf structures, so analysis becomes number theory at in¬

finity. Analogues of many important results from algebraic geometry are

nowadays established in Arakelov geometry; for instance the Adjunction
Formula, the Hodge Index Theorem, and the Riemann-Roch Theorem. For

arithmetic surfaces this was mainly done by Faltings [F2] ; see also [La], [So]
and [Sz]. The higher dimensional cases were established by Gillet and Soulé

[GS1; GS2]. A nice textbook on higher dimensional Arakelov geometry is

[ABKS]. The main achievement of Arakelov geometry is the proof of the

Mordell conjecture [Fl; Vo]: a smooth projective curve of genus greater
than one has only finitely many rational points.

In recent years, number theory and arithmetic geometry have been en¬

riched by new techniques from noncommutative geometry. For instance,
Consani and Marcolli show how noncommutative (differential) geometry à

la Connes provides a unified description of the archimedean and the totally

split degenerate fibres of an arithmetic surface. We refer the interested

reader to [CM1; CM2; CM3] and [Ma]. Until now, only ideas and methods

of noncommutative geometry in the form developed by Connes [Co] have

been applied to number theory and arithmetic geometry. But as Marcolli

mentions in the last chapter of her book [Ma], in which she addresses the

question "where do we go from here?", it would be interesting to consider

more algebraic versions of noncommutative geometry in the context of num¬

ber theory and arithmetic geometry. This is exactly what we have done in

this thesis.

The lowest dimensional arithmetic varieties are arithmetic curves. These

are simply the spectra of the rings of integers of algebraic number fields.

In turns out that Arakelov theory of arithmetic curves is mainly a refor-
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2 Introduction

mulation of Minkowski's Geometry of Numbers. One of the basic questions
in Geometry of Numbers is, if one can control the "size" of a small inte¬

ger solution of a system of homogeneous linear equations with coefficients

in a number field. Solutions to this problem are usually called "Siegel's

Lemma", as Siegel [Si] was the first who formally stated a result in this di¬

rection. In her thesis [Lil; Li2], Liebendörfer studied the question whether

it is possible to obtain some kind of Siegel's Lemma also in a situation

where the coefficients are taken from a (possibly) noncommutative divi¬

sion algebra of finite dimension over Q. She establishes a version of Siegel's
Lemma when the coefficients lie in a positive definite rational quaternion

algebra D and the solution vectors belong to a maximal order in D.

Our thesis was initially motivated by the question: can we establish some

kind of Arakelov theory of noncommutative arithmetic curves which enables

us to reformulate the results of Liebendörfer? To answer this question, first

of all we have to give a definition of noncommutative arithmetic curves.

We did this by asking what conditions we have to impose on a possible
candidate in order to obtain a nice Arakelov theory for it. It turns out that

for our purposes semisimplicity is the right assumption. This has mainly
two reasons. Firstly, given a finite dimensional algebra A over a number

field K, the trace form tr^^ : A x A —> K, (a, b) i—> tr^|#(a&) is nonde-

generate if and only if A is semisimple. The non-degeneracy of the trace

form is crucial in order to get a reasonable measure on the associated real

algebra Ar = A ®q IL This so-called canonical measure on A^ is essential

in Arakelov theory. Secondly, semisimple algebras over number fields enjoy
the important property that their orders are one-dimensional in the sense

that prime ideals are maximal. This enables us to prove a product formula

in this setting. Without some kind of product formula it is probably im¬

possible to establish a concise Arakelov theory. To cut a long story short,
a noncommutative arithmetic curve is the spectrum of a Z-order in a finite

dimensional semisimple Q-algebra.
Since the generalisation for arithmetic curves has worked so smoothly,

we have been wondering whether we could go one step further and estab¬

lish some kind of Arakelov theory of noncommutative arithmetic surfaces.

This is the topic of the second chapter of our thesis. To describe the sheaf-

theoretic (finite) part, we may use the well developed theory of noncom¬

mutative projective schemes. The standard reference for noncommutative

projective geometry is the article [AZ] of Artin and Zhang. Noncommuta¬

tive algebraic geometry was mainly developed by Artin, Tate and van den
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Bergh [ATV], by Manin [M], and by Kontsevich and Rosenberg [Ro]. An

informal guided tour to some of the literature in noncommutative algebraic

geometry was written recently by Mahanta [Mah]. The general philosophy
of noncommutative algebraic geometry is that noncommutative spaces are

made manifest by the modules that live on them in the same way that the

properties of a commutative scheme X are manifested by the category of

(quasi)-coherent Ox-modules. The modules over a noncommutative space

form, by definition, an abelian category. The category is the basic object of

study in noncommutative algebraic geometry. In short, a noncommutative

space is an abelian category.
Noncommutative projective schemes are determined by specific abelian

categories. They are obtained as follows. Let A be an N-graded right
noetherian algebra over a commutative noetherian ring k, let Gt A be the

category of graded right A-modules and Tors A its full subcategory gen¬

erated by the right bounded modules. The noncommutative projective
scheme associated to A is the pair Proj A = (QGtA,A), where QGr A

is the quotient category Gr A/ Tors A and A the image of A in QGr A

This definition is justified by a theorem of Serre [Se, Prop. 7.8], which as¬

serts that if A is a commutative graded algebra generated in degree 1 and

X = Proj A the associated projective scheme, then the category of quasi-
coherent Ox-modules is equivalent to the quotient category QGr A. Thus

the objects in QGr A are the noncommutative geometric objects analogous
to sheaves of Ox-modules.

Working with the Grothendieck category QGr A allows to define a lot

of useful tools known from the theory of commutative projective schemes,
such as ample sheaves, twisting sheaf, cohomology, dualizing object, Serre

duality and so on. However equating noncommutative schemes with abelian

categories has drawbacks: most notably there are no points, so the power¬

ful tool of localisation is not available. This forces to search for equivalent

global definitions of objects which are usually defined locally. The main

example are locally free sheaves. Secondly, at present there is almost no

connection between noncommutative algebraic geometry considered in the

just described way and noncommutative geometry developed by Connes.

In particular it is not clear what should be the (noncommutative) differen¬

tial structure on a noncommutative algebraic variety over C. The lack of a

differential structure makes it impossible to define smooth hermitian met¬

rics on locally free sheaves, which is a serious problem because hermitian

vector bundles are essential in Arakelov theory. Fortunately, we found a
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Substitute for the metrics. Namely, we consider pairs (£,ß) consisting of

a coherent sheaf £ and an automorphism ß of the real sheaf £r induced

by £. It turns out that we can formulate a concise theory using such pairs
instead of hermitian vector bundles.

We proceed now with an outline of the chapters and present our main

results and methods. Chapter 1 is concerned with Arakelov theory of non¬

commutative arithmetic curves. Let Ö be a Z-order in a finite dimensional

semisimple Q-algebra A. To any C-module M of finite length and any prime
ideal p of Ö we associate a number ordp(M), which is a natural generali¬
sation of the valuation function vp known for prime ideals in a Dedekind

domain. Actually, ordp defines a group homomorphism from the unit group

of A onto the integers. This enables us to define the (first) Chow group

CH{Ö) of Ö. As well as in the commutative case we can define ideal classes

of O, but unlike the commutative case the set of all ideal classes does not

admit a natural group structure. This forces us to introduce a new equiv¬
alence relation on the set of all C-ideals in A, which leads to the group

LFC(O) consisting of all locally free ideal classes of Ö. This group is re¬

lated to the Chow group by the homomorphism div
.
It is crucial in Arakelov

theory not only to deal with the finite places, i.e. the prime ideals, but also

to take the infinite places into account. Since every semisimple algebra A

which is not a division algebra has nontrivial zero divisors, it does not ad¬

mit a valuation in the usual sense, and hence there is no well-defined notion

of infinite places of A. This is the reason why we have to find a substitute

to describe the infinite part. Recall that the Minkowski space K^ of an

algebraic number field K is isomorphic to K ®q K. and that the logarithm
induces a homomorphism log : (K^)x —> 0^^!^, where the sum is taken

over all infinite places of K. Hence a possible candidate to describe the

infinite part is the unit group (Ar)x of the real algebra Ar = K ®q A, and

we use it to define arithmetic divisors and complete ideal classes of Ö.

The main results in the second section are Corollary 1.2.3 and an arith¬

metic Riemann-Roch formula for noncommutative arithmetic curves. Corol¬

lary 1.2.3 makes a statement about the elements of the unit group Ax,
which generalises the product formula satisfied by the nonzero elements

of a number field. In Section 3 we introduce arithmetic vector bundles

on a noncommutative arithmetic curve SpecC and define the arithmetic

Grothendieck group Ko(ö) of Ö. We show that there exists a uniquely de¬

termined homomorphism deg0 : Kq{ö) —> K, called the arithmetic degree,
which behaves exactly like the corresponding map for hermitian vector bun-
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dies on commutative arithmetic curves. We use the arithmetic degree in

Section 4 to define the height Ho(V) of a free A-submodule V of An. It

is an important property of height functions that they satisfy duality, i.e.

that the height of a subspace equals the height of its orthogonal comple¬
ment. We establish duality for the height Ho under the assumption that

ö is a maximal order in A. If the order Ö is not maximal, then duality
does not hold anymore, but we can still prove some statements relating
the height of a free A-submodule of An and the height of its orthogonal

complement. The results in Section 4 generalise the corresponding results

of Liebendörfer and Rémond [LR2] over rational division algebras, which

themselves are generalisations of statements valid over number fields.

The last section of the first chapter is concerned with Minkowski's Sec¬

ond Theorem and Siegel's Lemma over division algebras of finite dimension

over Q. Let Ö be a Z-order in a finite dimensional rational division algebra

D, and let L be an (9-lattice. Since a division algebra has no zero divisors,
it follows that out of dimq(D) + 1 Q-linearly independent elements of L

there are at least two D-linearly independent, hence we can deduce an up¬

per bound for the product of the successive minima of L over D directly
from Minkowski's Second Theorem. As an application, we obtain a version

of Siegel's Lemma over division algebras. A similar result was established

by Liebendörfer and Rémond [LR2]. Unlike the rest of the first chapter,
the statements in the last section only hold over division algebras. This is

because they all rely on the generalisation of Minkowski's Second Theorem,
which we are only able to prove under the assumption that the algebra in

question has no zero divisors.

Arakelov theory of noncommutative arithmetic surfaces is the subject of

the second chapter. In Section 1 we review the definition and construction

of noncommutative projective schemes and provide the results which are

needed in the following sections. As already mentioned above, a noncom¬

mutative projective scheme is determined by the quotient category QGr A

of the category of graded modules over a graded algebra A. We analyse
which objects of QGr A play the role of locally free sheaves and which the

one of invertible sheaves, and we give a characterisation of those objects
in terms of their associated graded modules. The proof of a base change
lemma finishes our study of arbitrary noncommutative projective schemes.

In the second section, we introduce noncommutative arithmetic surfaces.

Following the usual strategy in noncommutative algebraic geometry, we

first look at commutative arithmetic surfaces and try to isolate the con-
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ditions that we want to be satisfied by our noncommutative analogues.
In this vein we define a noncommutative arithmetic surface to be a non¬

commutative projective scheme of cohomological dimension 1, which has

a dualizing object and satisfies some finiteness conditions. We provide a

few examples of noncommutative arithmetic surfaces. The main example
is the category of coherent C-modules, where Ö is a coherent sheaf of Ox-

algebras and Ox is the structure sheaf of a commutative arithmetic surface

X. More specific examples are noncommutative plane projective curves over

Z. They are obtained as follows. Let R be a finitely generated Z-algebra
and p G R[To,Ti,T2\ be a homogenous normal polynomial of positive de¬

gree such that (p) n Z[To,Ti,T2] is a prime ideal. Then the noncommu¬

tative projective scheme associated to the graded algebra R[To,Ti,T2]/(p)
is a noncommutative arithmetic surface. At the end of the second section

we introduce arithmetic vector bundles on noncommutative arithmetic sur¬

faces. As mentioned before, the definition of an arithmetic vector bundle

on a commutative arithmetic surface Proj A cannot be generalised directly
to our noncommutative situation because smooth hermitian metrics are not

available in this framework. As a substitute we take an automorphism of

the induced real bundle to describe the infinite part. This leads to pairs

(£,ß) consisting of a noetherian object £ of QGr A and an automorphism

ß of the object £r induced by £ on the associated noncommutative real

variety Proj Ar.
The third section is concerned with the intersection on noncommuta¬

tive arithmetic surfaces. Since Faltings published his article [F2], it is

well-known that the intersection of two arithmetic line bundles on a com¬

mutative arithmetic surface can be computed via the determinant of the

cohomology. We follow this approach and firstly define the determinant

of the cohomology of an arithmetic vector bundle on a noncommutative

arithmetic surface. Then we use the determinant of the cohomology to de¬

fine the intersection of an arithmetic line bundle with an arithmetic vector

bundle. This yields an arithmetic line bundle on SpecZ and its degree

equals the intersection number of the two bundles in question. We show

that the determinant of the cohomology is compatible with Serre duality
and apply this fact to prove a Riemann-Roch theorem. As a corollary, we

obtain a Riemann-Roch formula which looks exactly like the one known for

arithmetic line bundles on commutative arithmetic surfaces.

In the appendix, we briefly resume the construction of quotient categories
and list some of their important properties.



1 Noncommutative Arithmetic Curves

1.1 Definitions and notations

In this section, we fix the notation which we will use throughout the chapter.
For a group G with neutral element e, we let G* = G\{e}. The unit group of

a ring B with 1 is denoted by Bx. A prime ideal of a ring B is a proper non¬

zero two-sided ideal p in B such that aBb <f_ p for all a,b G B\p. The set of

all prime ideals of B is denoted by Spec B and called the (prime) spectrum

of B. Given an integral domain R with quotient field K, an R-lattice is a

finitely generated torsionfree ß-module L. We call L a full ^-lattice in a

finite dimensional K-vector space V, if L a finitely generated ß-submodule

in V such that KL = V, where KL is the iC-subspace generated by L. An

R-order in a finite dimensional iC-algebra A is a subring O oî A such that

C is a full ^-lattice in A. By a left (right) Ö-lattice we mean a left (right)
C-module which is an ^-lattice. Specifically, a full left Ö-ideal in A is a

full left CMattice in A.

From now on we let K denote an algebraic number field and R its ring of

integers. If Ö is an ß-order in a finite dimensional semisimple iC-algebra A,
then we call Spec (9 a noncommutative arithmetic curve. By [Re, (22.3)],
the prime ideals p of Ö coincide with the maximal two-sided ideals of Ö.

Therefore O/p is a simple ring, hence it is isomorphic to a matrix algebra

MKp (S) over a (skew)field S. The natural number k,p is uniquely determined

by p and is called the capacity of the prime ideal p.

1.2 A Riemann-Roch formula

1.2.1 Chow group and ideal classes

Chow group

Let SpecC be a noncommutative arithmetic curve. Analogously to the

commutative case, we define the divisor group of Ö to be the free abelian

7



8 1 Noncommutative Arithmetic Curves

group

Div(O) = 0^P
p

over the set of all prime ideals p of O. The construction of principal divisors

is a little bit more complicated as in the standard case. It is based on

the following construction. By the Jordan-Holder Theorem, every left O-

module M of finite length has an (^-decomposition series

0 = M0 C Mi c • • • C Mi = M,

where the composition factors St = M^M^i, i = 1,... ,1, are simple left

C-modules and where / = lo{M) is the length of M. The set of composition
factors St is uniquely determined by M. We claim that the annihilator

pt = &rmo{Sr,) = {x G O \ xSt = 0}

of St is a prime ideal of O. Obviously it is a proper nonzero two-sided ideal

of O, and for any two elements x, y G O \ p% we have xS% ^ 0 and yS% ^ 0,
which implies OyS% = St because St is a simple left C-module. Hence

xOyS% = xS% ^ 0, therefore xOy <f_ p%, which shows that p% is indeed a

prime ideal of O.

To every left C-module M of finite length and every prime ideal p of O,
we may thus associate a natural number ordp(M), which is defined to be

the number of composition factors S in the Jordan-Holder decomposition
series of M for which anno(S) = p. Note that ordp generalise the valuation

functions associated to prime ideals of Dedekind domains. Similar functions

are also introduced by Neukirch for orders in number fields, cf. [N, 1.12]. A

way to compute the number ordp is given in the next lemma. We will use

the following standard notation. Given a prime ideal p of O and a prime
ideal P of R, we write p | P to indicate that p lies above P which means

P = p n R. For every prime ideal P of R, we let Rp denote the localisation

of R at P. If M is an ß-module, then Mp denotes the ßp-module M®pRp.

Especially, Op is an ßp-algebra and an C-bimodule.

Lemma 1.2.1. Let M be a left O-module of finite length. Then for every

prime ideal P of R, the Op-module Mp is of finite length as well and its

length can be computed as

loP{Mp) = J20Tdp(M)- (1-1)
P\p



1.2 A Riemann-Roch formula 9

Moreover, if p lies above P then pOp is a prime ideal of Op and

ordp0p(Mp) = ordp(M). (1.2)

Proof. The localisation Sp of a simple left o-module S at a prime ideal

P of R is either zero or a simple left Op-module. To see this, suppose

that U' ^ U C Sp is an inclusion of Op-modules and u = f G U \U' with

s <E S,r <E R\P. Then s ^ U'nS, because otherwise it = ^s would also lie in

U' which contradicts the assumption. This shows U'nS^UnS. Applying
the same argument to a chain 0 ^ U ^ Sp twice, yields 0 ^ U H S ^ S

which is ruled out by the simplicity of S.

Let 0 C Mi c • • • C Mi = M be an (^-decomposition series of M. Then

0 C Mi;p c • • • C Mi^p = Mp, but there may be some indices % where

Mhp = Mj+ip. Nevertheless, if for some index j, M,p ^ M,_ip then

S3>p = Mj^p/Mj-i^p is a simple left Op-module as we have just seen above.

This means that in order to compute the length of the Op-module Mp, we

have to examine which Shp are zero and which are not.

Let S be a simple module in the (^-decomposition series of M, let p =

anno (5), and let P be a prime ideal of R. If the prime ideal p of O lies

above the prime ideal P, then Sp ^ 0. This holds because x ^ p whenever

x G R\ P, hence for all x G R \ P there is some s G S such that xs ^ 0,
which implies Sp ^ 0. On the other hand, if p does not lie above P, then

(R \ P) PI p ^ 0. Thus for all s G S there is some x G R\ P such that

xs = 0, whence Sp = 0. This shows that Sp is a simple Op-module if and

only if annas') | P and thus establishes (1.1).
If p | P then pOp C anne>p(Sp) ^ Op. But pop is a maximal two-sided

ideal of Op, so pOp = anne>p(Sp). This shows (1.2). D

Suppose we have a short exact sequence

0 -> M' -> M -> M" -> 0

of left C-modules of finite length. Then the composition factors of M are

those of M' together with those of M", therefore ordp behaves additively
on short exact sequences.

We apply this fact to the following situation. Let a C O be an ideal of

O such that Ka = A, and let x G O be no zero divisor. Then Ox is a full

^-lattice in A and we have the following exact sequence of left C-modules

of finite length

0 -> Ox/ax -> O/ax -> O/Ox -> 0.
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Since x is not a zero divisor, it follows Ox/ax = O/a, thus

oidp(0/ax) = oidp(0/Ox) + ordp(C>/a). (1.3)

In particular, ordp can be extended to a group homomorphism

ordp : Ax -> Z, u h-> ordp(w) = ordp(C>/e>:r) - ordp(C>/C>r),

where r <E R and a; G (9 are such that ru = x. To see that this map is

well-defined, we let x, y G O, r,s G R such that u = f = K Since u is

a unit, it follows that x and y are no zero divisors. The same is true for

r,s G R* C Ax. Hence both, OfOx and ö/ör are C-module of finite

length and applying (1.3) yields

oidp{0/Oxs) = OTdp(0/Ox) + OTdp(0/Os)

and

ordp(0/Oyr) = ordp(0/Oy) + ordp(0/Or).

But xs = yr, thus

oidp{0/Ox) + 0Tdp(0/0s) = 0Tdp(0/0y) + ordp(e>/0),

which shows that oidp(u) does not depend on the choice of x and r with

ru = x.

Likewise one sees that ordp : Ax —> Z is additive. The homomorphisms

ordp provide us with a further homomorphism

div : Ax —> Div(O), u \-^ div(w) = (ordp(w)p)p .

The elements div (it) are called principal divisors and they form a subgroup
of Div(O) which we denote by V(0). The factor group

CH(0) = Div{0)/V{0)

is called the (first) Chow group of O.

Ideal classes

Let O be an ß-order in a finite dimensional semisimple iC-algebra A. We

may partition the set J(ö) of all full left C-ideals in A into ideal classes by

placing two ideals a, b in the same class if a = b as left C-modules. Each
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such isomorphism extends to a left A-isomorphism A = Ka = Kb = A,
hence is given by right multiplication by some u G Ax. Thus the ideal

class containing a consists of all ideals {au | u G Ax}. We denote the set

of ideal classes of O by Cl{0). Given any two full left C-ideals a, b in

A, their product ab is also a full left (9-ideal in A. However when A is

noncommutative, the ideal class of ab is not necessarily determined by the

ideal class of a and b. Specifically for each u G Ax, the ideal au is in the

same class as a, but possibly aub and ab are in different classes. Hence,
if A is noncommutative, the multiplication of C-ideals does not induce a

multiplication on Cl{0).
However there is still a connection between the set Cl{0) and the Chow

group of O. Namely, since O is an ^-lattice in A, for every full left (9-ideal

a in A there is a nonzero r G R such that ar is a left ideal in O. As above,

(1.3) implies that the map

ordp : J(O) -> Z, ordp(a) = ordp(C>/ar) - ordp(0/Or)

does not depend on the choice of the element r G R with ar C O and thus

is well-defined. This yields a mapping

div : J(O) -> Div(O), a h-> div(a) = (-ordp(a)p)p.

For all a G J{0) and all u G Ax, we have div(ait) = div(a) — div(it), so the

map div actually lives on ideal classes and we may write

div : Cl(0) -> CH{0).

The fact that Cl{0) does not admit a natural group structure forces

us to consider only a subset of J(ö) and to introduce a new equivalence
relation.

Locally free ideal classes

Following Reiner [Re, (38)], we call a full left (9-ideal a in A locally free if

for all prime ideals P of R, the Op-module ap is free. We may partition
the set of all locally free C-ideals into locally free ideal classes by placing
two locally free C-ideals a, b in the same class if there is a unit u G Ax

such that for all prime ideals p of O,

ordp (a) = ordp(b) + ordp(it). (1.4)
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It is easily verified that this defines an equivalence relation. Clearly, if two

locally free O-ideals are isomorphic then they are also equivalent. We let [a]
denote the equivalence class of a locally free (9-ideal a and LFC(O) the set

of all these classes. Our aim is to define a multiplication on this set in such

a way that div : LFC(O) —> CH(0) becomes a group homomorphism.
Given two locally free C-ideals a and b, for every prime ideal P of R

there are some dp, bp G Ax such that ap = Opdp and bp = Opbp. We set

N = P|p Opdpbp and define a multiplication in LFC(O) by

[a]\b] = [N\. (1.5)

Of course we have to prove that this definition makes sense. Firstly, we

show that N is a locally free (9-ideal. Since a and b are full ^-lattices in A

there is a nonzero s G R such that sO C a and sO C b. Let sR = P\ • • • Pn

be the decomposition of the principal ideal sR into a product of prime
ideals. Then ap = bp = Op whenever P ^ {Pi,..., Pn}. In this situation,

[Re, (4.22)] ensures that N is a full /^-lattice in A and A^p = Opdpbp for

all P. Hence N is indeed a locally free (9-ideal.

Secondly, we have to show that [N] does not depend on the choice of the

bases ap and bp of ap and bp, respectively. Let r G R* such that ra, rb C O

and consider the short exact sequence

0 - rOpbp/r2Opapbp - 0P/r2OpaPbp - Xt/XX ~* °

of Op-modules of finite length. We have

rOpbp/r2Opapbp^Op/rOPap and rg£,%a£hp = 0P/rOPbP,

thus

ordp0p(Op/r2Opapbp) = OTdpoP(Op/rOPaP)+ OTdpoP(Op/rOPbP) (1.6)

whenever p \ P. On the other hand,

ordp0p(A^p) = ordp0p (Op/r20PaPbp) - ordp0p(r2)
ordp0p(ap) = ordp0p (Op/rOPaP) - oidpoP(r)

oidpop(bP) = oidpop (Op/rOpbp) - oidpoP(r).

Combining this with (1.6) and (1.2) yields

ordp(AT) = ordp(a) + ordp(b), (1.7)
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which shows that ordp(A^) does not depend on the choice of the bases ap

and bp of ap and bp, respectively, and therefore [N] is also independent of

this choice. However, when A is noncommutative, the isomorphism class

of N depends on the choice of the bases of ap and bp. For this reason we

cannot simply use isomorphism classes of locally free O-ideals but really
have to work with the equivalence relation defined in (1.4).

Thirdly, we have to show that [N] does not depend on the choice of the

representatives a and b of the locally free ideal classes [a] and [b]. Let a' and

b' be other representatives of [a] and [b], respectively. Then there are two

units iti,it2 G Ax such that for all p G Spec (9, ordp(a) = ordp(a/)+ordp(wi)
and ordp(b) = ordp(b') + ordp(it2). Applying (1.7), we obtain

ordp(A^) = ordp (a) + ordp(b)
= ordp(a') + ordp(iti) + ordp(b') + ordp(it2)
= ordp(A^) + ordp(itiit2),

whence [N] = [N'}.
All together this shows that (1.5) defines a well-defined multiplication

on LFC(O), which is obviously associative and commutative. Clearly, [O]
is the neutral element and [f]p Opdp1] the inverse of [a]. Hence LFC(O)
equipped with this multiplication is an abelian group and the application

div : LFC{0) -> CH(0), [a] i-> div([a]) = (-ordp(a)p)

is a group homomorphism.

Even when O is an order in a number field, Cl(0) is a group only if O is

the maximal order. If O is not the maximal order then one has to restrict

to invertible CMdeals. By [N, (1.12.4)] the invertible and the locally free O-

ideals coincide. The corresponding result for orders in separable iC-algebras
states that if O is a maximal order then every (9-ideal in A is locally free

[Re, (18.10)]. This shows that our construction parallels the one for orders

in number fields. We also note that Reiner [Re, (38)] partitions the set of

all locally free C-ideals into stable isomorphism classes, which defines yet
another equivalence relation on the set of all locally free (9-ideals. We do

not work with stable isomorphism classes because the map div does not

become a group homomorphism using those classes.
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1.2.2 Completion

Arithmetic divisor classes

Let O be an ß-order in a finite dimensional semisimple iC-algebra A. Until

now we have only dealt with the prime ideals of O, but it is crucial in

Arakelov theory to take also the infinite places into account. Since every

semisimple algebra A which is not a division algebra has nontrivial zero

divisors, it does not admit a valuation in the usual sense, and hence there is

no well-defined notion of infinite places of A. For this reason we have to find

a substitute to describe the infinite part. Recall that the Minkowski space

KR of an algebraic number field K is isomorphic to the real vector space

K 0q K and that the logarithm induces a homomorphism log : (KR)X —>

0^1^, where the sum is taken over all infinite places of K. Hence a

possible candidate to describe the infinite part is the unit group (Ar)x of

the associated real algebra Ar = K ®q A.

In this vein we define the arithmetic divisor group of O to be

LHv{0) = Div{0) x (AR)X ,

where the group operation is defined component-wise, which makes Div{0)
into a non-abelian group. We write D = (D,Dœ) = (J2pvpp,Dœ) for

the elements of Div{0). Clearly the homomorphism div : Ax —> Div{0)
extends to a homomorphism

div : Ax -> Div(O), u h-> chv(w) = (div(w), (1 ® u)).

The elements div(it) are called arithmetic principal divisors and they form

a subgroup of Div(O), which we denote by V(0). The right cosets

V{0)D, D G Div{0)

are called arithmetic divisor classes of O, and the set of all these classes is

denoted by CH(O). In other words, CH(O) = P(0)\Div(0). In general

P(O) is not a normal subgroup of Div{0), so the set CH{0) is usually not

a group. Nevertheless, in analogy with the commutative case, there is an

exact sequence

0 —> (AR)x/Ox -^ CH(0) -^ CH{0) —> 0,

where a is given by [x] i—> [(0, —x)} and ?r maps [{D, Dqo)] to [D\.
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Complete ideal classes

By a complete (9-ideal we understand an element of the set

J(0) = J(0)x(AR)x.

We write ä = (a, aoo) for the elements of J{0). There is a right-action of

the unit group Ax on the set J(ö) given by

(ä, u) h-> au = (au, (1 ® u~1)aOQ).

We denote the set of orbits by Cl{0) and call it the set of complete ideal

classes of O.

Again we have a mapping

div : J(O) —> Div(O), ä = (a, a^) •-» div(ä) = (div(a), a^) •

Since div : Ax —> Div(O) is a group homomorphism, we have div(it_1) =
— div(it), therefore div(äit) = div(it_1) • div(ä), hence we get a well-defined

map

Sv:Ci(0)^CH(0).

1.2.3 Absolute norm, product formula and degree

The absolute norm of a complete C-ideal ä = (a, a^) is defined to be the

real number

0î(a) = |^R|R(aoo)|n^(P)ordp(a)/Kp5
p

where 9î(p) = j}((9/p) is the absolute norm and kp the capacity of the prime
ideal p of O, and where A^4r|r denotes the norm map from AR to IL For

a full left C-ideal a in A, we set 9î(a) = 9î((a, 1)). A way to compute this

number is given in

Theorem 1.2.2. If a is a full left O-ideal in A, then

9l(o) (=} UO/arMO/Or)-1 (=} $(0/ar) {N^r)^1,

where r G R is any nonzero element such that ar C O.
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Proof. Since O is a full ^-lattice in A, there exists a nonzero r G R such

that ar C O. By definition, ordp(a) = ordp(ar) — ordp(r) which implies

m(a) = Y[çn(p)olMa)/Kp
p

= TTüT(p)(^ord^ar')~ordp^')')/'Kp
p

= TT^p)01^117"^13 ( TT^(p)ordp(r)/Kp ]
p V p /

Hence, if the formula 9t(b) = §(0/b) is proven for any ideal b in O, then

equation (1) is established.

So let us assume that b is an ideal in O, and let St be the C-composition
factors in the Jordan-Holder decomposition series of O/b. As simple left O-

modules they are of the form St = ö/ml with m8 a maximal left ideal of O.

If we let k% denote the capacity of the prime ideal p^ = ânno(Si), then 0/mi
is a minimal left ideal of Ojp%, and the simple ring Ojp% is isomorphic to

the ring of k% x /vmatrices over the (skew)field Endo/Pî((9/mj). Therefore

0/p% = (0/mt)K\ whence

91(b) = n^^)°rdp(b)/Kp = II^M) = Ö(°/b)-
p *

To prove equation (2), it remains to show |A^|Q(r)| = %{OjOr). Firstly,

NA\q = NK\q o NA\K, thus NK\q(x) = NA\q(x) for every x G K. Secondly,

Na\<q(x) = detQ(px), where px : A —> A is right multiplication by #. Since

O is a full Z-lattice in A and r G (9, we have detQ(pr) = detz(p'r), where

p'r : O —> (9 is the restriction of pr to O. But it is a basic fact in the theory
of finitely generated Z-modules that detz(p'r) = %{0jOr). D

As a corollary, we obtain a noncommutative analogue to the well-known

product formula \\v \x\v = 1, which holds for any nonzero element a; in a

number field. In our context the product formula reads:

Corollary 1.2.3. Every u G Ax satisfies

H^(prd^/^ = \Nm(u)\.
p
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Proof. For u G Ax, we may write u = r x with r <E R and i G 0. By

definition, ordp(it) = oidp(Ou), hence applying Theorem 1.2.2 yields

-Q^ordp(W)/Kp = -Q^p)ordp(0W)/Kp = ß(ö/(9wr) | A^|Q(r) |"1.
P P

On the other hand we have seen in the last paragraph of the proof of The¬

orem 1.2.2 that %{OjOur) = \NA\q(ur)\. Since the norm is multiplicative
and NK\q(r) = NA^(r), the corollary follows. D

In the light of the previous results, we see that the absolute norm defines

a map

m:Ci(0)^M*+. (1.8)

Indeed, if ä and äu are two representatives of the same complete ideal class,
then

9l(ö«) = \NMR ((1 ® Oooo)! 9l(o«)

= |^4r|r(1 ®u~1)\ |A^4R|R(aoo)| |A^4|Q(w)|9t(a).

Since NAk\R(1®u~1) = NA\q(u~l) = NA\q(u)~l, cf. [Re, Ex. 1.2], it follows

9t(äit) = 91(a), which shows that the map in (1.8) is well-defined.

Degree

There is a homomorphism deg : Div{0) —> K. defined by

(EpOpP>Ax>) ^deg^pP,^) =^^log9t(p)-log|7VAR|R(JD00)|.
p

The product formula, Corollary 1.2.3, ensures that an arithmetic principal
divisor div (it) G V{0) satisfies

deg(div(«)) = J2 ^log9t(p) - log \Nm(u)\ = 0.

p

Therefore deg induces a map

deg : CH{0) -> R.
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Putting all together, we finally obtain the commutative diagram

Cl(0) -^ Ml

div log ;i.9)

CH(0) -^

This commutative diagram generalises the one valid for orders in number

fields, cf. [N, p. 192].

1.2.4 A Riemann-Roch formula

If A is a finite dimensional semisimple iC-algebra, then AR = K ®q A is a

finite dimensional semisimple M-algebra, cf. [Re, (7.18)], hence it follows

from [Re, (9.26)] that the reduced trace map tr^R from AR onto K gives
rise to the symmetric nondegenerate M-bilinear form

4x4^ M, (x,y) h-> ti(xy).

We call this inner product the reduced trace form on AR. It provides a Haar

measure on the real vector space AR, which we call the canonical measure

on AR. We write vol(X) for the volume of a subset X c AR with respect

to the canonical measure on AR. For a full Z-lattice L in AR, we put

vol(L) = vol($(L)),

where &(L) is a fundamental domain of L.

Consider now an ß-order O in A. Every full left C-ideal a in A is mapped

by the embedding j : A —> AR, a i—> 1 0 a, onto a full Z-lattice j(a) in AR.
We define

vol(a) = vol(j(a)).

If ä = (a, aoo) is a complete C-ideal then Ooo G (Ar)x ,
thus a«, • j(a) is a

full Z-lattice in AR. We set

vol(ä) = vol (aoo -j(à))

and call the real number

x(ä) = -log vol (ä)

the Euler-Minkowski characteristic of ä. Now we are ready to state a

Riemann-Roch formula for noncommutative arithmetic curves:
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Theorem 1.2.4. Let Spec (9 be a noncommutative arithmetic curve. Then

every complete O-ideal ä satisfies the Riemann-Roch formula

X(ä) = deg(div(ä))+x(ö),

where 0 = (0,1).

Proof. We already know that deg odiv is constant on complete ideal classes,
and we claim that the same holds for the Euler-Minkowski characteristic.

Indeed, if äu is another representative of the complete ideal class of ä =

(a, aoo), then

vol(äw) = \NAr\R ((1 <g> it_1)aoo) | vol(aw) = |A^r|r(cIoc)| vol(a) = vol(ä).

Therefore we can assume that a C O. But then, vol(a) = vol((9)j}((9/a),
and applying Theorem 1.2.2 yields

vol(ä) = |JVAr|R(ooo)| vol(o) = |A^4R|R(«oo)| vol(0)9l(o) = 91(0) vol(O).

Combining this with the commutative diagram (1.9) or rather its conse¬

quence degodiv(ä) = — log 91(a), establishes our Riemann-Roch formula.

D

The Riemann-Roch formula finishes our study of complete CMdeals. In

the next section we will see how complete O-ideals are embedded in the

more general theory of arithmetic vector bundles on noncommutative arith¬

metic curves.

1.3 Arithmetic vector bundles

Let * be an involution on a finite dimensional semisimple real algebra B. A

* -hermitian metric on a £>-module M is a *-hermitian form h : MxM —> B

such that trß|R oh is positive definite. Here *-hermitian means that h is B-

linear in the first argument and for all x,y G M, h(x,y) = h(y,x)*. The

involution * is called positive if the twisted trace form tYB\R(xy*) is positive
definite. With the help of Wedderburn's Structure Theorem, it is easy to

see that every finite dimensional semisimple real algebra admits a positive
involution. For more details we refer to [BL, Sect. 5.5]. However we have

the following:
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Lemma 1.3.1. Let B be a finite dimensional semisimple real algebra, and

let * be a positive involution on B. Then every * -hermitian metric h on B

is of the form

h(x,y) = xßß*y*, x,y G B,

for some ß G Bx.

Proof. It is obvious that such an h is *-hermitian. Since ß is a unit, it is

not a zero divisor, thus xß ^ 0 whenever x ^ 0. But h(x,x) = xß(xß)*
and * is positive, therefore tr oh is positive definite.

On the other hand, if h is a *-hermitian metric on B, then h{x,y) =

xh(l, l)y* and h(l, 1)* = h(l, 1). The positive definiteness of tr oh ensures

that h{l, 1) = ßß* for some ß e Bx. D

Since every £>-module is projective it follows directly from the lemma

that every finitely generated £>-module admits a *-hermitian metric.

Let us return to the study of noncommutative arithmetic curves Spec (9.

Recall that O is an ß-order in a finite dimensional semisimple iC-algebra
A. The associated real algebra Ar = K ®q A is also finite dimensional

and semisimple [Re, (7.18)]. For the rest of the chapter, we fix a positive
involution * on Ar and we simply write hermitian instead of *-hermitian.

Definition 1.3.2. An arithmetic vector bundle on Spec (9 is a pair E =

(E,h), where E is a left O-lattice such that A ®o E is a free A-module,
and where h : Er x E"r —> AR is a hermitian metric on the left AR-module

Er = Ar ®o E.

If A ®o E = A then E is called an arithmetic line bundle on SpecC.

Two arithmetic vector bundles E = (E,h) and E = (E',hr) on SpecC
are called isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism cj) : E —> E' of left O-

modules which induces an isometry 0r : E"r —> E^, i.e. h! ((f)m(x), (f>M.(y)) =

h(x,y) for all x,y <E Er.

By a short exact sequence

0 -> Ë' -> Ë -> Ë" -> 0

of arithmetic vector bundles we understand a short exact sequence

0 —> E' -^ E -^ E" —> 0
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of the underlying left C-modules which splits isometrically, that is, in the

sequence

n 771/ «R 771
Ä 771// n

0 —> ER —> Er —> ER —> 0,

ER is mapped isometrically onto cir(Er), and the orthogonal complement

(aR(ER)) is mapped isometrically onto ER.

1.3.1 Grothendieck group

We let

Fo(0) = Q)Z{E}
{Ë}

be the free abelian group over the isomorphism classes {E} of arithmetic

vector bundles on Spec (9. In this group we consider the subgroup Rq{0)

generated by all elements {E } + {E } — {E}, which arise in a short exact

sequence

0 -> Ë' -> Ë ->• Ë" ->• 0

of arithmetic vector bundles on SpecC. The factor group

K0(O) = F0(0)/Ro(0)

is called the Grothendieck group of arithmetic vector bundles on SpecC.
The connection to the Riemann-Roch theory of the last section is given

as follows. Every complete C-ideal ä = (a, aoo) gives rise to the particular
hermitian metric

hä{x,y) = :raoo(aoo)V, x,y G Ar,

on aR = Ar ®o ci = ^4r. We thus obtain the arithmetic line bundle (a, ha)
on SpecC which we denote by L(a).

Theorem 1.3.3. Let SpecC be a noncommutative arithmetic curve. Then

there is a well-defined mapping

Cl(O)^K0(O), [ä]-[L(ä)].

Moreover the elements [L(a)] generate the Grothendieck group Kq(O).
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Proof. The application [a] i—> [L(a)} is independent of the choice of the

representative ä of [a] G Cl(0). Indeed, if b = au, u G Ax, is another

element in the complete ideal class of ä, then for all x,y <E Ar we have

h^(x(l®u),y(l®u)) = x(l®u) ((l^u'V) ((1 ® u'1^)* (y(l ® u))*
= rraoo(aoo) *y*
= ha(x,y).

Hence the two line bundles L(a) and L(b) are isomorphic and in particular

[L(5)] = [L(b)].
It remains to prove that the elements [L(a)} generate the Grothendieck

group Kq{0). Let [E] G Kq(0). By definition, A ®o E is a free A-module

of finite rank n say. If (b\,..., bn) is a basis of A ®o E, then for every

x G £", the element l^iï G A ®o E is uniquely expressible in the form

1® x = aibi + • • • + anbn with a% G A. Let a% be the set of all coefficients a%

which occur as x ranges over all elements of E. This is a finitely generated
left C-submodule of A. Since

Abi + • • • + Abn = A ®o E = A(aibi + • • • + anbn) = Aaih + • • • + Aanbn,

it follows that Aa% = A for every i, so each a% is a full left C-ideal in A.

We write F = a\ 0 • • • 0 an_i and consider the short exact sequence

0^F^E^an^0

of C-modules. This sequence becomes an exact sequence of arithmetic

vector bundles on SpecC, if we restrict the metric on E"r to Fr, and if we

endow aR = Ar with the metric, which is induced by the isomorphism FR =

Ar. But Lemma 1.3.1 tells us that every hermitian metric on Ar is of the

form h(x,y) = xaa*y* for some a G (Ar)x .
Hence [E] = [F] + [L ((a, a))}.

By induction on the rank, we get the desired decomposition of [E]. D

1.3.2 Arithmetic degree

On the one hand we have the homomorphism rk : Kq(0) —> Z defined by

rk([E"]) = i]<,A{A®o E); on the other hand the inclusion % : R ^ O induces

a group homomorphism

U : MO) - KQ{R), [(E,h)\ » [(E,trMKKoh)] .

Both are used in
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Theorem 1.3.4. Let Spec (9 be a noncommutative arithmetic curve. There

is a unique homomorphism

dêg0 MO) - M

which extends the map degodiv : Cl(0) —> K, that is, which satisfies

deg0([L(ä)]) = deg(div[ä]) for all [a\ G Cl(0). This homomorphism is

given by

feèo(fi\) = tegK(i*fi\) - Tk(\E\)tegK(i*P\) (1-10)

and is called the arithmetic degree map.

Furthermore, if K = Q then degK(i*[0]) = x(@)-

The theorem states that deg0 behaves exactly like the arithmetic de¬

gree map over number fields. Specifically, equation (1.10) generalises the

Riemann-Roch formula for hermitian vector bundles on commutative arith¬

metic curves, cf. [N, (III.8.2)]. To prove the theorem, we need a lemma

from the theory of commutative arithmetic curves, which certainly is well-

known. But as we could not find a proof of it in the literature, we prove it

here.

Lemma 1.3.5. Let E = (E, h) be a hermitian vector bundle on a commu¬

tative arithmetic curve SpecR, and let §,i\) : Er —> E"r be two endomor-

phisms. Then

dêg (E, h o ((f) 0 i/j)) = dêg(Ë) - \ log |detR(0)| - \ log |detR(^)| • (1.11)

Proof. Following Neukirch [N, III.7], we let i*E denote the hermitian vector

bundle on SpecZ obtained by push-forward the bundle E. The Riemann-

Roch formula for hermitian vector bundles on arithmetic curves, cf. [N,
(III.8.2)], asserts

dêg(Ë) = dêg^Ë) - rk(E) oÇg(iJÎ). (1.12)

We recall

deg(i*E) = -5 log det [tTKv\Roh(xt,XjJ J i<*j<'*
1.13)

where x\,..., xr is any Z-basis of E. On the other hand it is an easy exercise

in linear algebra to show

det [tr^R|R oh ((f>(xl),ip(x3))] = det(<f>) det(^) det [tr#R|R oh(xl, x3)\ J
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which in combination with (1.13) yields

deg(ù(E,ho (00VO)) = ~^og\det((f))\ — | log |det(^)| + deg (i*E) .

Putting this into the Riemann-Roch formula (1.12) establishes (1.11). D

Proof of Theorem 1.3.4- By Theorem 1.3.3, the Grothendieck group Kq(0)
is generated by the elements [£(â)], [a] G Cl(0), hence a homomorphism

Kq(0) —> K. for which the restriction to Cl(0) coincide with the map

degodiv, is uniquely determined.

Both, deg^ o i^ and rk are homomorphisms from Kq(0) to K, therefore

their sum is a homomorphism as well. It thus remains to show that all

[a] G Cl(0) satisfy

feèK (U [L(a)}) - de^K (UO) = deg (div [ö]) (1.14)

For every nonzero r G R, [L(ar)} = [L(a)} ,
so we may assume a C O. Then

deg^ (u [L(a)]) = deg^ ([a, trAR|^R o/iïï])
= - log UO/a) + de^K (O, trMKK ohä) (1.15)

= -logtft(a) -log|7V4R|R(aoo)| +degK (i*ü) .

The last equality follows from Theorem 1.2.2 and Lemma 1.3.5 using that

^Yak|r(cIoo) = det (x i—> a;aoo) •
On the other hand the commutative diagram

(1.9) tells us

deg(dîv[a]) =-log9î(a) = -log|7VAR|R(aoo)^(a)|. (1.16)

Combining (1.15) and (1.16) yields (1.14).
The formula degQ (i*[(9]) = x(@) follows from Lemma 1.3.5 and the fact

|det(*)| = 1. D

There is also another possibility to compute the arithmetic degree of an

arithmetic vector bundle:

Proposition 1.3.6. Let E = (E, h) be an arithmetic vector bundle on

Spec (9 of rank n, and let F c E be the free O-submodule generated by

O-linearly independent elements x\,... ,xn of E. Then

deTgo(E) = \og$(E/F)-\\og det[h(xl,xJ)]1^l^n
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where by det of a matrix in Mh(Ar) we mean the determinant of the induced

endomorphism of AR when considered as a real vector space.

Proof. First we consider the special case where the hermitian metric h!

on Fr = E"r is such that the basis x\,... ,xn is orthonormal. If we let

Ë' = (E, h!) and F' = (F, h!) then [f) = n[Ö] in K0(O), hence deg0(F') =

ndego(O) = 0, which leads to

deg0(^) = degK(uE') -ndegK(i*0)

= \og^(E/F) + d^gK(i,F')-ride^gK(i,Ö)
= log$(E/F).

This proves the special case because [h'(x%, xJ)}1<i <n
is the identity matrix.

To deduce the general case from the special case, we use the fact that for

every hermitian metric h on E"r there exists an automorphism cj) of Er such

that h(x,y) = h'(x, 4>(y)). Combining this with Lemma 1.3.5 establishes

the proposition. D

We have seen in the proof of Theorem 1.3.3 that for every arithmetic

vector bundle E of rank n and for every A-basis (b\,..., bn) of A ®o E, we

find full left C-ideals ai,..., an in A such that 1 ® E = a\b\ + • • • + anbn.

This is used in

Corollary 1.3.7. Let E = (E, h) be an arithmetic vector bundle on SpecC

of rank n. If 1 ® E = a\b\ + • • • + anbn then

deg0(£) = ^log9?(afc) - ^log det [MMj)]^

k=i

;3<n

Proof Since O is a full ^-lattice in A, there exists a nonzero r G R such

that rb% G 1 ® E for all 1 < % < n. Applying the preceding proposition

yields
n

dego(E) = ^\og$(0/akr) - |log |det [h(rbt,rbj)]\ .

k=i

By Theorem 1.2.2, we have $(0/atr) = yi(ak
hand det [h(rbi,rbJ)} = A^|Q(r)2ndet [h(bi,bJ)}. Combining these three equa¬

tions proves the corollary. D

r)\
.
On the other
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1.4 Heights and duality

The height is a concept which is strongly related to the arithmetic degree.
For number fields this is classical. We briefly resume the discussion in [Sc].
Let K be a number field of degree d over Q and let p : K —> M.d be the

embedding of K in the euclidean space M.d given by

p(x) = ((T\(x),... , <7r(:r),ReTi(:r),ImTi(:r),... ,Rers(a;),Imrs(a;)),

where (T\,..., ar : K —> K are the real embeddings and T\, t\, ..., rs,rs :

K —> C the pairs of complex-conjugate embeddings of K in C.

Let L = *Lx\ + • • • + 1>xm be a Z-lattice in Wn, and let ( , ) denote

the standard euclidean scalar product on Wn. The real number det(L) =

| det ( (xt, Xj ) ) | ll2 is called the determinant of L. It is nothing else than the Tri¬

dimensional Lebesgue volume of the fundamental domain &(L) = {r\X\ +
• • • + rmxm | 0 < r\ < 1} of L.

Using this notation, Schmidt [Sc, Chap. 3] defines the height of an Tri¬

dimensional subspace V C Kn as

(\ —m

2s|Aif|1/2j det (pn(V n Rn)), (1.17)

where A^ is the discriminant and R the ring of integers of K. He shows

that every x = (x\,..., xn) G Kn satisfies the formula

H(x) := H(Kx) = ^Qmaxjl^il,,,... , |zn|,;} JJ (\xi\2v H h \xn\2v)
wfoo vIoo

Here v \ oo and v \ oo denote the finite and infinite places of K, respectively,
and | \v the usual valuation of K associated to v.

To describe the relation to the arithmetic degree, we let Kr denote the

Minkowski space of K and * the canonical involution on Kr. Recall that the

Minkowski space of K can be identified with the real vector space K ®q IL

We call the hermitian form

hn: K^x Kl^ Kl, ((xh .. .,xn), (yh ...,yn))^ xxy\ + • • • + xny*n

the canonical metric on KR. With its help the height can be expressed as

an arithmetic degree:

Theorem 1.4.1. Let V be a subspace of Kn. Then

logH(V) = -deTgK(VnRn,hn),

where hn is the canonical metric on K
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Proof. Suppose that the dimension of V is m. Let tr = tr^R|R be the trace

map from Kr onto K. Applying the Riemann-Roch formula for hermi¬

tian vector bundles on SpecR, cf.[N, (III.8.2)], together with the equality

X(UR) = 4log|A^| ,
cf. [N, (1.5.2)], yields

fegK(V n Rn, hn) = o^iQ(y n Rn, tr ohn) - f log I A* I.

Combining this equation with (1.17), we see that it remains to show

-dêgQ(V n Rn, tr ohn) = ms log 2 + log det (pn(V n Rn)). (1.18)

Note that —degQ(y n Rn,tiohn) is nothing else than the logarithm of the

volume of the lattice VC\Rn with respect to the Haar measure on (VC\Rh)r
induced by the metric tr ohn. But the Haar measure induced by tr ohn

coincide with the product measure of the canonical measure on Kr, and it

is well-known, cf. [N, (1.5.1)], that the canonical measure on Kr and the

pull-back of the Lebesgue measure on W+2s via p differ by 2s. This explains

why ms log 2 occurs in (1.18) and thus completes the proof. D

Since the arithmetic degree is also available when working with semisim-

ple K-algebras, this observation provides a way to make a definition in a

more general setting. Let O be an ß-order in a finite dimensional semisim-

ple iC-algebra A. Fix a positive involution * on Ar = K ®q A and let hn

be the canonical metric on AR, that is

hn(x, y) = xxy\ H Y xny*n for all x,y e AR.

Then the height Ho(V) of a free A-submodule V C An is defined by

\ogHo(V) = -d^g0(Vr\On,hn).

It is important to note that the height is independent of the choice of the

positive involution * on Ar. Indeed, the M-bilinear form bn : AR x AR —> Ar

given by bn(x,y) = hn(x,y*) is independent of the involution * and the

bilinear form tr^jR obn induces the same Haar measure on the real vector

space AR as the bilinear form tiAvL\Rohn because | det(*)| = 1. The height

just defined is a generalisation of the height over finite dimensional rational

division algebras introduced by Liebendörfer and Rémond [LR2].
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Duality

It is an important property of the classical height that it satisfies duality. In

the notation of the previous subsection duality means that for a subspace V

of Kn the equality H(Vr) = H(V) holds, where VL C Kn is the subspace

orthogonal to V with respect to the canonical metric hn restricted to Kn.

Liebendörfer and Rémond [LR1] have established duality for the height
Ho under the assumption that O is a maximal order in a positive definite

rational quaternion algebra. They generalised their result in a second paper

[LR2] to any division algebra of finite dimension over Q.
To formulate our duality theorem, we have to introduce some notation.

As usual we let O denote a Z-order in a finite dimensional semisimple Q-

algebra A. Following Reiner [Re, 25], the inverse different of O is defined

as
_

0 = {xe A\ tiAlq(xO) C Z}.

In general O is no longer a ring, however it is still a two-sided C-ideal in A

such that O C O. The orthogonal complement V1- of a free A-submodule

V of An is computed with respect to the form bn : An x An —> A, (x,y) i—>

YZ=ixtVtitnat is>

VL = {xeAn\ bn(x,y) = 0 for all y G V}.

Theorem 1.4.2. Every free A-submodule V of An of rank m satisfies the

duality formula

Ho{Vr) = Ho(V)
[ • J

(1.19)
[v n on : v n on]

If O is a maximal R-order in A, then

H0(VL) = H0(V).

Proof. Let V denote the orthogonal complement of Vr := V ®q IR with

respect to the M-bilinear form b := tiobn, and let (On)* = {x G AR |
b(x,On) C Z} be the dual lattice of On with respect to b. By [B, Prop.
l(n)l, we have

voi(y' n on) = vo1(Mr n on)vo\(on)/[VR n (ony . vR n on], (1.20)

where vol denotes the volume induced by the metric b.
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Firstly, we claim

v'non = v-Lnon. (1.21)

Obviously, VR is a subset of V, and since bn restricted to V x V is non-

degenerate, it follows VR 0 Vr = AR. But the same is true for V, i.e.

V' eVR = Al, whence V^ = V and thus (1.21).
Secondly, we claim

[Vr n (Ony : Vr n on] = [v n ön : y n e>n]. (1.22)

It is clear that On C (Cn)*. Conversely, if x = (x\,...,xn) G Ajjj and

y = (yi,... ,yn) G On are such that b(x,y) G Z but tr(rr^) ^ Z for some

ie {I,...,n], then b(x,y') £Z,fory' = (0,... ,0,^,0,... ,0) G On. Hence

On = (C>n)*, which implies (1.22).
Thirdly, it follows from Theorem 1.3.4 that every free A-submodule W C

An of rank r satisfies

\ogH0(W) = - deg0(W n On, hn)

= - ^(W n On, trMR ohn) + rX(0).

Moreover,

- (kgQ(V^ n On, trAR|R o/in) = - oÇgq(W n C>n, trAR|R o6r

= iogvoi(wrnc>n),

1.23)

1.24)

as already used several times. Furthermore it follows from the last equation
of Section l.(a) in [B] that log[<9 : O] = ~x(0). Together with (1.23) and

(1.24), we see that the height of a free A-submodule W C An of rank r may

be computed as
_

H0(W) = vol(W n On)/[0 : Ojr. (1.25)

Applying (1.25) to VL and V and combining the results with (1.20), (1.21)
and (1.22) establishes (1.19).
To prove the second part of the theorem, we need

vnön = ö(vnon). (1.26)

The inclusion 2> is clear, and it suffices to prove the other inclusion locally.
If O is a maximal Z-order in a semisimple Q-algebra A, it follows from

[Re, (18.10)] that for every prime ideal p of Z there is a unit «Eix such

that Op = uOp. Hence every v G V n Ovp can be written as v = ux with
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x E Op. From this we get x = u v G V, therefore x G V (1 Op, whence

v = ux eOp(Vn Ovp), which establishes (1.26).

We thus have [V n On : V n On] = [Ö(V nOn):Vn On\. Since V C\On

is a full (9-lattice in V, there are full C-ideals ai,..., am in A such that

V n C>n = ai 0 • • • 0 am. Therefore

[<5(V n C>n) : F n On] = [<5ai : ai] • • • [Oam : am]

= <n(oi)/*n(Öoi) • • • 9?(am)/9?(Öam).

Finally, in the terminology of [Re, 24], O is a two-sided O-ideal in A,
that is, its right and left order is O. Hence for each % G {1,... ,m}, Oa%

is a proper product of normal ideals in A. Therefore [Re, (24.5)] implies

yi(Öai) = Vl(Ö)%ai). Together with the formula <tt(<5) = [Ö : 0]~\ we

conclude

[v n on : v n er] = [ö(v n0"):i/n ön] = [öm : öm].

Now the second statement of the theorem follows from the first one. D

Corollary 1.4.3. Every free A-submodule V of An satisfies

H0(V^) = HÖ(V).

Proof. Applying (1.21)^ (1.22) and the index formula [V n On : V n On] =

vol(y (1 On)/ vo\(V n On), equation (1.20) can be rewritten in the form

vo\(vL n on) = vo\(on) vo\(v n on).

Combining this with (1.25) and the formula vol((9) = vol(C)_1 establishes

the corollary. D

1.5 An application: Siegel's Lemma

An application of the height introduced in the last section is a version of

Siegel's Lemma over division algebras of finite dimension over Q. In analogy
with the classical case, Minkowski's Second Theorem is the main ingredient
in the proof of our version of Siegel's Lemma.
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Minkowski's Second Theorem

We briefly recall Minkowski's Second Theorem. Let V be a real vector

space of finite dimension n and let L be a full Z-lattice in V. For each

integer j, 1 < j < n, the jth successive minimum X^(L, S) of the lattice L

with respect to a subset S C V is defined to be the lower bound of the real

numbers À such that XS contains j Q-linearly independent lattice points,
that is

A^(L, S) = inf{A > 0 | L n XS contains j Q-linearly independent points}.

In general it is not possible to estimate each single successive minimum.

Instead Minkowski proved sharp estimates for the product of the successive

minima. Given a Haar measure vol on V and a Z-lattice L in V, the volume

vol(L) of L is defined to be the volume of a fundamental domain &(L) of

L. Minkowski proved

Theorem 1.5.1 (Minkowski's Second Theorem). Let L be a full 'L-lattice

in an n-dimensional real vector space V. Suppose S is a nonempty, open,

convex, symmetric f-S=SJ, and bounded subset of V. Then

2i vol(L) < A?(L, S)... A?(L, S) vol(S) < 2nvol(L).

Proof. See for example [C, Chap. VIII, Thm. V]. D

It is important to note that the estimates in the theorem are independent
of the chosen Haar measure, as the Haar measure on a locally compact

topological group is uniquely determined up to a positive constant.

The same procedure can also be applied over division algebras. More

precisely, let O be a Z-order in a division algebra D of finite dimension

over Q, and let L be a left C-lattice of rank n. For each 1 < j < n, we

define the jth successive minimum X^(L,S) of L with respect to a subset

S of Lr = L ®z IR to be the lower bound of the real numbers À such that

XS contains j D-linearly independent lattice points, i.e.

inf{A > 0 | (10 M) n XS contains j D-linearly independent points}.

As a straightforward generalisation of Minkowski's Second Theorem, we

obtain
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Corollary 1.5.2. Let L be an O-lattice of rank n and let S be a nonempty,

open, convex, and bounded subset of Lr. Then

(X?(L,S)---X°(L,S))dvol(S) <2ndvol(L), (1.27)

where d is the dimension of D over Q and vol is any Haar measure on the

nd-dimensional real vector space Lr.

Proof. Since D has no zero divisors, for each 1 < % < n, out of (i —

l)d + 1 Q-linearly independent elements of L there are at least i D-linearly

independent, hence

{\ (A S)) < \i-l)d+l(L> S)\i-l)d+2(L> S) \d(Li S)-

This leads to

(Af (L, S)X°(L, S)... XDn(L, S))d < A?(L, S)\f(L, S)... X®d(L, S),

and applying Minkowski's Second Theorem yields (1.27). D

The same method of proof was also applied by Thunder [T] to obtain

a generalisation of Minkowski's Second Theorem over number fields. Note

that the proof of Corollary 1.5.2 cannot be completed in any obvious way to

get a similar result over an arbitrary semisimple Q-algebra. This is because

our proof only works for rational algebras which have no zero divisors.

Siegel's Lemma

Let O be a Z-order in a finite dimensional division algebra D over Q. We

define the height of a homomorphism (j) : Dn —> Dm as the height of its

kernel, i.e.

Ho((p) = Ho(kei(f)).

Furthermore we define the height of an element x G Dn to be the height of

the subspace generated by x, that is

H0(x) = Ho(Dx).

Finally we let Ae> denote the discriminant of O with respect to the re¬

duced trace. Note log a/|Ao| = ~x{0). Using these notations, we have the

following version of Siegel's Lemma:
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Theorem 1.5.3. Let (j) : Dn —> Dm be a surjective homomorphism. There

exist I = n—m vectors x\,..., x\ G ker cj)C\On which are linearly independent
over D and satisfy

id

Ho(xl)---Ho(xl)< 2-^l) H{
Vdv,

Id

where d is the dimension of D over Q and Vid the Lebesgue volume of the

unit ball in Rld.

Proof. Fix a positive involution * on Dr = D ®q K and let hn be the

canonical metric on DR associated to the involution *. This gives rise to

the scalar product Tr^Ro/^ on the real vector space DR. We let || ||
and vol denote the induced norm and volume on DR, respectively, and we

consider the nonempty, open, convex, symmetric, and bounded subset

S = {x G (ker cf>)R | \\x\\<V-l/ld}.

This is a ball of radius r = Vld in the /^-dimensional real vector space

(kei(f))R, thus its volume is vol(5) = rldVid = 1. Applying Corollary 1.5.2

yields

(Af (ker 0 n On, S) X?(ker 0 n On, S))d < 2Mvol(ker0 n On).

Hence we find / vectors x\,..., x\ in ker (j) Pi On which are linearly indepen¬
dent over D and satisfy

(||zi|| • • • |M|)d < (2r)Wvol(ker 0 n On). (1.28)

Recall

log vol(ker ct> n On) = - d^ (ker 0 n On, TtDk\r ohn)
= -d degQ (ker 0 n On, trDR|R ohn)

= -d (dig^ker 0 n On, hn)-l- X(0)

= d-\ogHo((f))-ld-x{0).

1.29)

The second equality follows from Tr = trd and the third from Theorem

1.3.4. On the other hand, for every x G Dn, we have Ox C Dx n On, thus

logH0(x) = -deg0(DxC\On,hn) < -dega(Ox,hn) = Uog\NDsiR(hn(x,x))\
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Moreover, ||:r|| = Tr^jR (hn(x,x)), and since the automorphism given by
left multiplication by hn(x,x) on Dr is symmetric and positive definite, we

get

\NDK\R(hn(x,x))\ = NDK\R(hn(x,x)) < (^TTDK\R(hn(x,x))) ,

whence Ho(x) < (-U \\x\\ j . Combining this with (1.28) and (1.29) estab¬

lishes the theorem. D

Using similar arguments, Liebendörfer and Rémond [LR2] have proven an

almost identical version of Siegel's Lemma. But unlike the result presented

here, they assume that the order O is maximal.
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2.1 Noncommutative projective schemes

2.1.1 Definitions and notations

Graded rings and modules

Let us introduce the terminology and notation from graded ring and module

theory, which we will use in this chapter. A good reference for this topic is

the book of Nastasescu and Van Oystaeyen [NV].
In this chapter k will denote a noetherian commutative ring. A Z-graded

^-algebra is a ^-algebra A together with a decomposition A = 0jGZA
of A into a direct sum of abelian groups A% such that for all i,j G Z,

A% A
j
c Al+3. An element of A% is called homogeneous element of degree i.

Note that Aq is a /c-subalgebra of A and A% is an Ao-bimodule for all i. We

say that A is a locally finite ^-algebra, if each component A% is a finitely

generated k-modn\e. Finally, A is called N-graded if A% = 0 for all % < 0.

Let A = 0tGZ A be a Z-graded ^-algebra. A Z-graded right A-module is

a right A-module M together with a decomposition M = 0tGZ M% of M into

a direct sum of abelian groups M% such that for all i,j G Z, M%A3 C Ml+3.
We will denote the category of Z-graded right A-modules by Gr A. In this

category homomorphisms are of degree zero; thus if M = 0tGZ M% and

N = 0jGZ Nt are Z-graded right A-modules and / G HoniGr4(M, N), then

f(M%) c Nt for all integers i Given a Z-graded A-module M and an integer

d, the Ao-module 0^^ is denoted by M>^. If A is N-graded, then M>d

is a Z-graded A-submodule of M, and A>^ is an N-graded two-sided ideal

of A. In the following, "graded" without any prefix will mean Z-graded.

For a graded A-module M = 0jGZMt and any integer d, we let M[d] be

the graded A-module defined by M[d]t = Ml+d for all % G Z. It is clear that

the rule M i—> M[rf] extends to an automorphism of Gr A We call [1] the

degree-shift functor. Note [d] = [l]d.

35
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Torsion and quotient category

Let A be a right noetherian N-graded /c-algebra. We say that an element

a; of a graded right A-module M is torsion if xA>d = 0 for some d. The

torsion elements in M form a graded Asubmodule which we denote by

r(M) and call the torsion submodule of M. A module M is called torsion¬

free if t(M) = 0 and torsion if M = t(M). The torsion modules form a

dense subcategory of Gr A for which we will use the notation Tors A. We

set QGr A for the quotient category Gr A/ Tors A; the formal definition of

this category can be found in the appendix, but roughly speaking, QGr A

has the same objects as Gi A but objects in Tors A become isomorphic to

0.

As for every quotient category there is a quotient functor tt from Gt A

to QGr A. Since the category Gt A has enough injectives, there is a section

functor a from QGr A to Gi A which is right adjoint to tt, cf. [Po, Sect.

4.4]. Hence Tors A is a localizing subcategory of Gr A The functor tt is

exact and the functor a is left exact.

We will modify the notation introduced above by using lower case to

indicate that we are working with finitely generated Amodules. Thus

gi A denotes the category of finitely generated graded right Amodules,
tors A denote the dense subcategory of gi A of torsion modules, and qgi A

the quotient category gr A/ tors A. The latter is the full subcategory of

noetherian objects of QGr A, cf. [AZ, Prop. 2.3].

Noncommutative projective schemes

We proceed with a review of the construction of noncommutative projective

schemes, and we fix the notation we will use throughout. The standard

reference for the theory of noncommutative projective schemes is the article

[AZ] of Artin and Zhang.
In his fundamental paper [Se], Serre proved a theorem which describes

the coherent sheaves on a projective scheme in terms of graded modules

as follows. Let fc be a commutative noetherian ring, let A be a finitely

generated commutative N-graded ^-algebra, and let X = Proj A be the

associated projective scheme. Let cohX denote the category of coherent

sheaves on X, and let Ox(n) denote the nth power of the twisting sheaf of

X. Define a functor T* : coh X —> Gr A by

r*(f) = Q)H0(X,f®Ox(n))
neZ
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and let tt : Gt A —> QGr A be the quotient functor. Then Serre [Se, Sect.

59, Prop. 7.8; H, Ex. II.5.9] proved

Theorem 2.1.1. Suppose that A is generated over k by elements of degree
1. Then tt o T* defines an equivalence of categories cohX —> qgr A

Since the categories QGr A and qgr A are also available when A is not

commutative, this observation provides a way to make a definition in a more

general setting. Let A be a right noetherian N-graded ^-algebra, let QGr A

be the quotient category introduced above and let tt : Gt A —> QGr A be

the quotient functor. The associated noncommutative projective scheme is

the pair Proj A = (QGr A, A) where A = tt(A). The subcategory Tors A is

stable under the degree-shift functor because M is a torsion module if and

only if M[l] is. Hence, by the universal property of quotient categories,
cf. Theorem A.2 in the appendix, there is an induced automorphism s of

QGr A defined by the equality s o tt = tt o [1]. We call s the twisting functor
of Proj A. Given an object At of QGr A, we will often write Ai[i] instead

of sl(M).
There is a representing functor T : QGr A —> Gr A constructed as follows.

For an object At in QGr A, we define

^(M) = ^RomCiQlA(A,M[2]).
ieZ

If a G T(A)% = RomQQlA(A,A\i}), b G T(A)3 = RomQQlA(A, A[j}) and

m G r(Ai)d = HomQQTA(A, Ai[d]), we define multiplications by

ab = sJ(a)ob and ma = sl(m) o a.

With this law of composition, T(A) becomes a graded ^-algebra and T(Ai)
a graded right r(A)-module. Moreover there is a homomorphism ip : A —>

r(A) of graded ^-algebras sending a G A to 7r(Àa) G r(A)«, where Aa :

A ^ Ais left multiplication by a. So each T(Ai) has a natural graded right
Amodule structure, and it is clear that V defines a functor from QGr A to

Gr A The following lemma summarises some important properties of the

representing functor I\

Lemma 2.1.2. Let Proj A be a noncommutative projective scheme. Then

the following statements hold:

(i) The representing functor T : QGr A —> Gt A is isomorphic to the

section functor a : QGr A —> Gt A;
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(U) r is fully faithful;

(%%%) ttY = idQGrA •

Proof, (i) Given an object At of QGr A, we let F denote the contravariant

functor H_omQQTA(TT(—),Ai) from Gt A to Mod-k. By [YZ, Prop. 1.1], there

is a natural transformation n : F —> HomcrA (—,F_(A)) such that t)a[i] are

isomorphisms for alH G Z, where

H^) = 0HomQGrA (tt (A[-i]),M) = 0HomQGrA (tt (A),M[i\) = V(M).
ieZ ieZ

Since the quotient functor tt is exact and commutes with direct sums, F

is contravariant left exact and converts direct sums into direct products.
The same is true for the functor HomQrA (—,E.(Ä)). Since {A[i} | % G Z} is

a set of generators for the category Gt A and for all ieZ, n^j are isomor¬

phisms, it follows with the Five Lemma that n is a natural isomorphism.
In combination with the isomorphism F_(A) = V(Ai), we obtain a natural

isomorphism

HomQGrA (tt(-),M) = HomGrA (-, T(M)).

This holds for every object At of QGr A, thus V is right adjoint to the

quotient functor tt, whence r = a as claimed.

The statements (ii) and (iii) follow from the respective properties of the

section functor a, see Proposition A.3 in the appendix. D

Serre duality

Being defined in terms of natural isomorphisms between Ext groups, also

for noncommutative projective schemes there is a well-defined notion of

Serre duality. Here we only want to give the relevant definitions; for more

details we refer to [YZ], [J] and [RV].
The cohomological dimension of a noncommutative projective scheme

Proj A is defined to be

cd(Proj A) = max{i \ ExtqQlA(A, M) ^ 0 for some M G QGr A}.

Following Yekutieli and Zhang [YZ], we say that a noncommutative pro¬

jective scheme Proj A of cohomological dimension d < oo has a dualizing

object, if there is an object uj in qgT A and a natural isomorphism

6 : ExtdqglA(A,-)v — RomqglA(-,Lü). (2.1)
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Here the dual is taken in the category of /c-modules. Clearly, the dualizing

object is unique, up to isomorphism, if it exists. Furthermore, if Proj A

has a dualizing object uj, then for each 0 < % < d = cd(Proj A), there is a

natural transformation

& : Ext^i-u) -^ Ext^A, -)v,

where 9° is the inverse of the natural isomorphism in (2.1). We say that

Proj A satisfies Serre duality if 9% are isomorphisms for all i.

2.1.2 Locally free objects

Let Proj A be a noncommutative projective scheme. To go on, we have to

know which objects in QGr A play the role of locally free sheaves. Firstly
we consider the commutative case, in particular we are looking for a char¬

acterisation of locally free sheaves on a commutative projective scheme,
which can be translated to the noncommutative setting. The main step is

Lemma 2.1.3. Let X be a projective scheme over a noetherian commuta¬

tive ring k, let J7 be a coherent Ox-module, and let Q be any Ox-module.

Then the exact sequence

Q^T—>0 (2.2)

splits if and only if

Qx -^ Tx —> 0 (2.3)

splits for all x G X.

Proof. It is a general property of sheaf homomorphisms that (2.3) splits
whenever (2.2) does. So we concentrate on the opposite implication. Let

us collect the three results from Hartshorne's famous book [H] that we

need to prove our lemma. We will use the same notation as Hartshorne.

Firstly, if we apply Proposition 5.15 of [H, Chap. II] to the Horn sheaf

TComoxiJ7, Q)-, we obtain a natural isomorphism

T*(Homox(F^)Y = Hom0x(F,G)- (2-4)

Secondly, if S denotes the homogeneous coordinate ring of X, then [H,
(II.5.11.a)] asserts that for every graded ^-module M and all p G Proj S,

(M)p = M(p). (2.5)
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Thirdly, by [H, (III.6.8)], for all p G Proj S we have

Hom(F,G)v = Hom0f(^,öp). (2.6)

Combining (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6) yields an isomorphism

Hom0p(.Fp, Qp) = T* (HomoX(T, Q)){p),

which is clearly natural in Q. This shows that (§p)* = Homop(J-'p,gp) is

surjective if and only if (g*)(P) = T* (TiorriOx^^g))^ is surjective. Now, if

the exact sequence (2.3) splits, then (gp)* is surjective for all p G Proj S,
hence (<?*)(P) is surjective for all p G Proj S. In other words, coker^*)^) = 0

for all p G Proj S, which, by [HIO, (II.11.8)], is equivalent to coker^*) = 0.

This means that g* = r*(TComox(J-',g)) is surjective. There thus exists

some / in

r, (Hom0x(T, 5))=0r(I,Hom0x(T, Q)\n\) ^ 0Hom0x(^, Q\n\)

such that idjr = g o /. Since g and idjr are both morphisms of degree zero,

it follows that / is of degree zero as well, which shows that (2.2) splits. D

It is well-known [H, (II.5.18)] that for every coherent sheaf J7 on a projec¬
tive scheme X, there exist finitely many integers ri\,...,rii and a surjective

homomorphism
i

g:Ç$Ox(n,)^F.
i=\

Now, if T is locally free then Tx is a free ÖA>-module and thus gx splits
for all x G X. On the other hand, Ox,x are local rings and Ox(n%)x are free

ÖA>-modules, therefore, if gx splits then Tx is a free öx,x-module. Since

this holds for all x G X, T is locally free. So, applying the previous lemma,
we see that T is locally free if and only if g splits. This motivates

Definition 2.1.4. Let Proj A be a noncommutative projective scheme. An

object At in QGr A is called locally free if there exists finitely many integers

ri\,... ,rii and a split epimorphism

i

0.4K] —>M —>0.

i=\
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Note that in general the objects A[n] are not projective in QGr A, there¬

fore a locally free object in QGr A must not be projective. Nevertheless we

have the following characterisation of locally free objects.

Proposition 2.1.5. For an object At in QGr A the following assertions

are equivalent:

(i) At is locally free;

(ii) Y (Ai) is finitely generated and projective in GrT(^l);

(iii) Y (Ai) is a finitely generated projective Y(A)-module.

Conversely, if a graded right A-module M is finitely generated and projective
over A or over F (A), then tt(M) is locally free in QGr A.

Proof. If M is a finitely generated projective graded A-module, then there

exist finitely many integers ri\,... ,nj and a graded split epimorphism / :

0j=1 A[n^\ —> M. Let g be a section for /. Applying the quotient functor tt

yields

*"(/) ° A9) = A"(/ °fj) = Tr(idM) = id^(M) •

Hence Tr(f) : @t=1 A[n^\ —> tt(M) is a split epimorphism as well, which

shows that tt(M) is locally free in QGr A.

It follows from Lemma 2.1.2(iii) that tt (T(A)) = A, hence the argument
in the last paragraph remains true if we replace A by F(A). This also

establishes the implication (ii) =>• (i).
(i) =>• (ii) : If At is locally free in QGr A, there exist finitely many

integers ri\,... ,nj and a split epimorphism / : @t=1 A[n^\ —> Ai. Let g be

a section for /. As we have seen above, every functor maps retractions to

retractions, hence r(/) : @t=1 r(^4)[nj —> T(Ai) is a split epimorphism as

well. But r(.A)[i] is projective in GrT(^l) for every % G Z, which yields the

projectivity of Y (Ai).
(ii) ^^ (iii) : [NV, Cor. 1.2.2]. D

Another nice property of locally free objects is summarised in

Proposition 2.1.6. Let D be an abelian category, let F,G : QGr A —> D

be two additive functors and let n : F —> G be a natural transformation. If

lAii] is an isomorphism for all i G Z, then tjm is an isomorphism for every

locally free At in QGr A.
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Proof. If Ai is locally free, then there are finitely many integers ri\,... ,rij

and a split epimorphism / : Q := @t=1 A[n^\ —> Ai. Let g be a section for

/ and consider the commutative diagram

F(M) ^H F(Q) -^ F(M)

VM VQ VM

G(Ai) ^H G(G) ^ G(Ai).

Since F and G are additive functors, r]g is an isomorphism because F(Q) =

0j F(A[nl]) and G(Q) = @t G(^4[nJ). As we have seen in the proof of the

previous lemma, every functor maps retractions to retractions and sections

to sections, thus F(f) and G(f) are epimorphisms and F(g) and G(g) are

monomorphisms. Hence the left square implies that tjm is a monomorphism
and the right square implies that tjm is an epimorphism. Since D is an

abelian category, this is equivalent to say that tjm is an isomorphism. D

2.1.3 Invertible objects

Let X be a projective scheme. Recall that a coherent öx-module C is

called invertible if C <S> £v = Ox- This means that the functor C 0 — is an

autoequivalence of the category of coherent sheaves on X. Moreover

£[1}=£®Ox[1}=Ox[1}®jC.

Hence the autoequivalence C 0 — commutes, up to natural isomorphism,
with the twisting functor Ox[i] ® — This motivates

Definition 2.1.7. Let Proj A be a noncommutative projective scheme. An

object C in qgr A is called invertible if there exists an autoequivalence t of

qgr A such that t(A) = C and which commutes with the twisting functor s,

i.e. s o t = t o s.

Given an graded right A-module L, we let Lv denote the graded left

A-module HomGrA(L,A) = @ieZ~H_omQTA(L,A[i]). Invertible objects are

characterised in

Theorem 2.1.8. Let Proj A be a noncommutative projective scheme and

let C be an object of qgr A. Then, C is invertible if and only ifY(C) is

a graded A-bimodule and t! = 7r(r(—) ®A Y(C)) is an autoequivalence of

qgr A such that t'(A) = C Moreover, tt (Y(—) ®A Y(C)V) is a quasi-inverse

oft'.
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Proof. Suppose that L = Y(C) is a graded A-bimodule and that t' =

7r(r(—) ®A Y(C)) is an autoequivalence of qgr A such that t'(A) = C. In

order to prove that C is invertible, it remains to show that t commutes with

the twisting functor s. We have

Y(s(-)) ®AL = T(-)[l] ®A L ^ (Y(-) ®A L) [1],

where the last isomorphism is a basic property of the graded tensor product

[NV, 1.2.17]. This finally leads to

t'os = tt(Y (s(-)) ®aL)^tt ((r(-) ®A L) [1]) = (tt (r(-) ®A L)) [1] = sot'.

To prove the other implication, we suppose that C is invertible and that

t is an autoequivalence of qgr A such that t(A) = C Firstly, we show

that L = Y(C) is a graded A-bimodule. As we do not want to overload

the notation, we assume that t o s = s o t; if the natural isomorphism
e:tos^sotis not the identity, the forthcoming arguments work as well,
unless one always has to take e into account.

If a G Y(A)i = RomQQlA(A, A[i]), b G Y(A), = RomQQlA(A, A[j}) and

x G Ld = B.omqQrA(A,t(A)[d]), we define multiplications by

ax = t(sd(a)) o x and xb = sJ(x) o b.

Since tos = sot, these operations induce a graded r(A)-bimodule structure

on L, hence L is in fact a graded A-bimodule.

Secondly we are going to prove that the functors t o tt and tt(— ®a L)
from gr A to qgr A are isomorphic. Let £ be any object of QGr A. Since t

is an autoequivalence, it is exact. We also know that tt is an exact functor.

Hence both,

F = HoiriQGrA(£ ° tt(-), £) and G = HomQGrA(7r(- ®a L),£)

are contravariant left exact functors from gr A to Mod-A;. This allows us to

apply Watts' Theorem for gr A [YZ, Thm. 1.3] to conclude

F -i RomQlA(-,F(A)) and G -i RomQlA(-,G(A)).

Note

&4) = 0HomQGrA(*o7r(AH]),£) = 0HomQGrA (t(A)[-i], £)
ieZ ieZ
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and

GW = 0 HomQGrA (tt (A[-i] ®AL),£)^Q) HomQGrA (tt(L)[-i},£) .

ieZ ieZ

By Lemma 2.1.2(iii), we have tt(L) = nYt(A) = t(A), which shows F(A) =

G(A) and thus F = G. As this is true for every object £ of QGr A, the func¬

tors t o tt and tt(— ®a L) are isomorphic. Therefore tTrY = tt (Y(—) ®A L),
and again we use 7rr = idqgr,4 to conclude t = tt (Y(-) ®A L). But t is an

autoequivalence of qgr A and hence so is tt (Y(-) ®a L).
To finish the proof of the theorem, it remains to show that tt (Y(-) ®A Ly)

is a quasi-inverse of tt (Y(—) ®A L). Let t~l be a quasi-inverse of t and let

n : tt'1 —> idqgr.4 be the associated natural isomorphism. Since we have

just proven that tt (Y(-) ®A L) = t with L = Y(£) = Yt(A), it suffices to

show Lv = Yt~l(A). For this, we consider the map

0 : HomQGrA (A,t-\A)) - HomGrA (Yt(A),A) = Lv

given by / h-> Y (s'(î]A) o t(f)) whenever / G HomQGrj4 (A,£_1(A)[i]) .
We

claim that cf) is an isomorphism of graded right A-modules. Lemma 2.1.2(ii)
asserts that Y is fully faithful, so cf) is clearly bijective. Hence it remains to

show that cf) is A-linear. For / G HomQGrv4 (A,t~l(A)[i}) and b G Y(A)j,
we have

<f>(fb) = <f>(s3(f)ob)

= Y(s^(r]A)ot(si(f)ob))
= Y(s^(r]A)ot(si(f)))oY(t(b))

= ^(^y^(/))°W))

^T{s\r,A)ot(f))oT(t(b))
= <!>(/) or (t(b)).

Equality (1) holds because t and s commute, (2) holds because Y (sJ(ip)) =
Y((f)[j] = Y(ip) for all homomorphisms ip in QGr A. On the other hand, if

b G Y (A) i
and x G L^ then

[r o t(b)} (x) = sd(t(b)) ox = t(sd(b)) oX = bx,

therefore

^(fb)(x) = ^(f)(Y(t(b))(x)) = ^(f)(bx).

This shows that cf) is r(A)-linear, which implies that Y (£_1(A)) = Ly as

graded right A-modules and thus completes the proof of the theorem. D
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2.1.4 Base change

Let K be a ^-algebra, let A be an N-graded ^-algebra, and let Ak denote the

N-graded ^-algebra A^kK. If if is a flat ^-module, then the functor —<S>kK :

GrA —> Gt Ak is exact. The quotient functor ttk ' GrA^ —> QGr Ak is

also exact, so is their composition. Clearly, if a graded right A-module

M is torsion, the graded right A^-module Mk = M <S>k K is also torsion.

Therefore ttk(Mk) = 0 whenever M is torsion. Hence we may apply the

universal property of quotient categories, cf. Theorem A.2 in the appendix,
to conclude that there exists a unique functor F : QGr A —> QGr Ak such

that ttk ° (— ®k K) = F Ott, where as usual tt denotes the quotient functor

from Gr A to QGr A. Given an object At of QGr A, we will use the notation

AIk = F(Ai). In this situation the following base change lemma holds:

Lemma 2.1.9. Suppose that A and Ak are right noetherian and that K is

a flat k-module. Let At andj\f be two objects of QGr A. IfM is noetherian,
then for all i > 0,

V^QQyAk(Nk,Mk) = ExVQQyA(M,M) ®k K.

Proof. Let M and N be graded right A-modules such that M = tt(M) and

J\f = tt(N) respectively. Then [AZ, Prop. 7.2(1)] asserts that for alii > 0,

Ext^GrA(A/-,.M) -i limExtGrA(7V>n,M). (2.7)
n

Recall Mr = ^k(Nk) and AIk = ^k(Mk)- Since M is noetherian, this is

also true for N and thus for Nk, whence Mr is noetherian. By assumption,

Ak is right noetherian, so we may apply [AZ, Prop 7.2(1)] once again to

conclude that for alii > 0,

ExtQGr^(A/^, MK) = ljmEx&rA* ((NK)>n, MK).
n

Clearly, (NK)>n = (N>n)K, and [NV, 1.2.12] tells us Ex^QiAr ((N>n)K, MK) =

Ext^K ((N>h)k, Mk) Since K is flat over k, it follows from a change of ring

theorem, cf. [Re, (2.39)], that for all % and n,

Ext^K ((N>n)K, MK) = ExtA(N>n, M) 0, K.

But the tensor product commutes with direct limits, so we finally get

ExtQGr^(A/^, MK) = m^QGYA(M, M) 0, K.

Taking the degree zero parts yields the claim. D
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The base change lemma completes our study of arbitrary noncommuta¬

tive projective schemes, and we now specalise to noncommutative arith¬

metic surfaces.

2.2 Noncommutative arithmetic surfaces

2.2.1 Definition

Following Soulé [So], an arithmetic surface is a regular scheme X, projective
and flat over SpecZ of Krull dimension two. We now isolate the conditions

that we want to be satisfied by our noncommutative analogues of the ho¬

mogeneous coordinate ring S of X and of coh(X), the category of coherent

sheaves on X. They clearly satisfy the following conditions:

• S is noetherian and locally finite, and the associated graded real al¬

gebra Sr is still noetherian.

• coh(X) is ü-finite. In other words, for every coherent öx-modules T

and all integers % > 0, the cohomology groups H%(X, T) are finitely

generated;

• coh(X) has cohomological dimension 1 in the sense that Hl(X, T) = 0

for every coherent Ox-module T and alii > 1;

• coh(X) has a dualizing sheaf lux-

This motivates

Definition 2.2.1. A noncommutative arithmetic surface is a noncommu¬

tative projective scheme Proj A, which satisfies the following conditions:

• A is an N-graded right noetherian locally finite Z-algebra such that

the associated real algebra Ar = A 0^ IR is also right noetherian;

• qgr A is H-finite and has cohomological dimension 1, i.e. for every

object M in qgr A and all i > 0, the Ext groups ExtqgY A(A,M) are

finitely generated and ExtqgYA(A, M) = 0 whenever i > 1;

• qgr A has a dualizing object uj.

The next subsection provides some examples of noncommutative arith¬

metic surfaces.
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2.2.2 Examples

Example 1: Noncommutative arithmetic surfaces derived from

commutative ones

Let X be a commutative arithmetic surface and let O be a coherent sheaf

of Ox-algebras. We let coh(O) denote the category of coherent sheaves

with a structure of right o-module, and we claim that coh(O) is a noncom¬

mutative arithmetic surface. To establish this claim, we have to check the

several conditions that are imposed in the definition of a noncommutative

arithmetic surface.

Firstly, for every n G Z, we set 0[n] = O ®ox @x[n}. Then the homoge¬
neous coordinate ring of coh(O) is defined to be

B = ^H0(X,O[n}).
neN

For every object M of coh(C), we have H_omo(0, M) = H°(X, M), there¬

fore the truth of the statement that the triple (coh(O), O, — ®e> 0[n]) sat¬

isfies the conditions (HI), (H2)' and (H3) of Corollary 4.6 of [AZ] follows

directly from the fact that X fulfils them. Hence [AZ, Corollary 4.6] tells us

that B is a right noetherian locally finite Z-algebra and the pair (coh(O), O)
is isomorphic to the noncommutative projective scheme Proj B. In particu¬

lar, the categories coh(O) and qgr B are equivalent. Since the homogeneous
coordinate ring S of X is noetherian and O is a coherent Ox-module, it

follows that B is a finitely generated N-graded ^-module. After tensoring
with K, Sr is still noetherian and Br finitely generated over Sr, so also Br

is right noetherian.

Secondly, let M be a finitely generated graded right £>-module and denote

by M and Ms the corresponding objects of qgr B and qgr S. Combining

Proposition 3.11(3) and Theorem 8.3(2),(3) of [AZ] shows that for all % > 0,

ExtqgYB(B,M) ^ ExtqgYS(S, Ms). (2.8)

On the other hand it follows from Serre 's Theorem (cf. Theorem 2.1.1) that

the categories qgr S and coh(X) are equivalent, therefore qgr S is ü-finite

and has cohomological dimension one. The isomorphism in (2.8) shows

that Proj B inherits these properties from qgr S.

It remains to prove that coh(0) has a dualizing object. If lux denotes

the dualizing sheaf of X, then there are natural isomorphism

Ext^(C>, -)v = H\X, -)v ^ Homx(-,^x)
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of functors from coh(0) to the category of abelian groups. This implies
that the Horn sheaf TComox(0,uJx) is a representing object of the functor

Ex_tl0(0, —)v, and so it is a dualizing object of coh(O).
All together this shows that coh(0) is indeed a noncommutative arith¬

metic surface. The noncommutative projective scheme coh(0) is an exam¬

ple of what Artin and Zhang call classical projective schemes. They use, in

analogy with [EGA, 1], the notation Spec O. Classical projective schemes

are studied in [AZ, 6].

Example 2: Maximal orders

We now specialise the last example a little bit. Again we let X be a com¬

mutative arithmetic surface. Let K be the function field of X and let O be

a sheaf of maximal ox-orders in a finite dimensional semisimple iC-algebra
A. In this situation, the dualizing sheaf uj = TComox(0,uJx) is an invert¬

ible o-module. Indeed, since TComox(0,uJx) — Horriox(0,Ox) ®ox ^x

and ujx is an invertible sheaf, it suffices to show that O = TCorriox(0, Ox)
is^ an invertible o-module. We prove this locally. So let x G X. Then

Ox = HomoXx(Ox, Ox,x)- Since Ox is an Cx,x-order in the semisimple

iC-algebra A and the trace form (a, b) i—> tr(ab) is a nondegenerate K-

bilinear form on A, it follows that Ox is isomorphic to the Ox-modn\e

{a G A | tr (aOx) C Ox} ,
which is in fact an invertible Cx-module because

Ox is a maximal order in A, cf. [Re, 25].
Note that we have just shown that for every x G X, Ox is the inverse

different. Hence we may view O as the canonical bundle of the extension

coh(C>) -> X.

Example 3: Noncommutative projective line

Let R be a ring and let R\Tq,T\] be the polynomial ring in two indetermi-

nates over R. We call Proj (R[To,Ti\) the noncommutative projective line

over R and denote it by P^. If the ring R is finitely generated as Z-module,
then P^ is a noncommutative arithmetic surface. We will show that it is a

special case of Example 1.

For this, we consider the projective line X = P^ over the integers. Then

O = R®zOx is a coherent sheaf of Ox-algebras. We claim that the homo¬

geneous coordinate ring B = @nGNi7°(X, 0[n]) is isomorphic to R[To,Ti\.
Indeed, since X is noetherian, cohomology commutes with arbitrary direct
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sums [H, (III.2.9.1)], thus

B^H0(X,($O[n])^H0(X,R®z($Oxln]) = R®zY+(Ox)i
neN neN

where Y+(Ox) = ®neNH0(X,Ox[n}) *é Z[T0,Ti]. This shows B = R 0z

Z[To,Ti] = R[To,Ti\. So it follows from Example 1 that the categories

coh(O) and qgr (R[To,Ti\) are equivalent and that Proj (R[To,Ti\) is a non¬

commutative arithmetic surface.

In the polynomial ring R[Tq,T\] the indeterminates To and T\ lie in the

center. Of course this is quite a strong restriction in a noncommutative set¬

ting. Fortunately we can omit the assumption that T\ and T<i belong to the

center by considering twisted polynomial rings. They are obtained as fol¬

lows. Let a be a graded automorphism of the polynomial ring R\Tq,T\\. We
define a new multiplication on the underlying graded i?-module R[To,Ti]
by

p* q = pad(q),

where p and q are homogeneous polynomials and deg(p) = d. The graded

ring thus obtained is called twisted polynomial ring and is denoted by

R[T0,T1]a. By [Z], the categories Grfl[T0,Ti] and Gri2[T0,TjCT are equiva¬
lent and hence Proj (R[T0,Ti\) = Proj (i?[T0,Ti]a). So, twisted polynomial

rings in two indeterminates over a noncommutative ring R all define the

same noncommutative projective line over R. Twisted algebras are studied

in [Z].
For example, we may consider the graded ring automorphism a of R[To, T{\

given by

rT0 h-> a(r)uT0 and rTx h-> ö(r)Tx

for all r G R, where u is a unit which lies in the center of R, and where a is

an automorphism of R. In the twisted polynomial ring R[To,Ti]a, one has

T0 * Ti = T0Ti, Ti * T0 = «T0Ti, T0 * T0 = wT02, Ti * Tx = if.

Example 4: Noncommutative plane projective curves

A noncommutative plane projective curve is obtained as follows. Let R

be a ring and let p G i?[To,Ti,T2] be a homogeneous normal polynomial
of positive degree. Recall that an element of a ring is called normal if the

principal ideal generated by this element is two-sided. This allows to form
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the factor ring A = R\Tq,T\,T2\/(p). We call Proj A a noncommutative

plane projective curve.

Again we specialise to the case where the ring R is finitely generated as

Z-module and where p G R[To, T\, Tq\ is a homogeneous normal polynomial
of positive degree such that (pr) = (p) n Z[To,Ti,T2] is a prime ideal of

Z[T0,Ti,T2]. We set S = Z[T0,T1,T2}/(p'). Then X = Proj S is an arith¬

metic surface. Moreover we have a natural homomorphism cf) : S —> A of

noetherian N-graded Z-algebras, and A is finitely generated as ^-module.

Hence the sheaf A associated to A is a coherent sheaf of Ox-algebras, and

by Example 1, coh(A) is a noncommutative arithmetic surface. If B de¬

notes the homogeneous coordinate ring of coh(A), the categories qgr B and

coh(A) are equivalent. But the category qgr£> is also equivalent to the

category qgr A, which shows that Proj A is a noncommutative arithmetic

surface.

As in Example 3, we may consider twisted algebras in order to omit the

restriction that the indeterminates lie in the center.

2.2.3 Arithmetic vector bundles

Hermitian vector bundles are very important objects in Arakelov geometry.
A hermitian vector bundle on an arithmetic variety X is a pair E = (E, h)
consisting of a locally free sheaf E on X and a smooth hermitian metric on

the holomorphic vector bundle Ec induced by E on the associated complex

algebraic variety Xc-

Unfortunately we are not able to adapt this definition of a hermitian

vector bundle to our noncommutative setting. The main problem is that

we do not know what should be the differential structure on a noncom¬

mutative complex algebraic variety. This problem was also mentioned by
other authors, for example Polishchuk [P] writes: "However, it is rather

disappointing that at present there is almost no connection between non¬

commutative algebraic varieties over C and noncommutative topological

spaces, which according to Connes are described by C*-algebras."

The lack of smooth hermitian metrics on vector bundles on noncommuta¬

tive algebraic varieties forces us to substitute the infinite part of a hermitian

vector bundle on an arithmetic variety. To get a feeling what this substitute

could be, we first study the commutative case.
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Another infinite part in Arakelov theory

Firstly we consider arithmetic vector bundles on the arithmetic curve SpecZ.
An arithmetic vector bundle on SpecZ is a pair E = (E, h), where E is a

free Z-module of finite rank and h is a scalar product on the real vector

space Lr = E®z^- Now the crucial idea is to replace the scalar product h

on Lr by an automorphism ß of the real vector space Lr. In this way, we

get the object E = (E, ß). Of course we want to understand how E and E

are related.

Recall that for any finite dimensional real vector space V there is a bijec¬
tion between the nondegenerate bilinear forms and the automorphisms of V.

Unfortunately this bijection is not canonical but depends on the choice of

a basis of V. More precisely, given a basis Y = {v\,... ,vn}, n = dimF,
of V, we let hy : V x V —> K denote the scalar product defined by

hy(x,y) = x\yi + • • • + xnyn, where xA,...,xn and y\,... ,yn are the co¬

ordinates of x and y in the basis Y, respectively. The bijection mentioned

above maps an automorphism a of V to the nondegenerate bilinear form

hy,ai which is defined by hy>a(x,y) = hy(x,a(y)) for all x,y G V.

Now, if E = (E,h) is an arithmetic vector bundle on SpecZ, then we

may choose a basis Y of Lr which already lies in E, Le. Y is also a basis

of the free Z-module E. In this way we get the object Ey = (E,ßy), where

ßy is the automorphism of Lr which satisfies hyßY = h. The fact that the

volume of E does not depend on the choice of a basis of E implies

Remark 2.2.2. Let E = (E,h) be an arithmetic vector bundle on SpecZ
and let Y be a basis of the free Z-module E. Then

— log |det ßy\ = deg E.

In particular, det ßy does not depend on the choice of the basis Y of E.

At least for arithmetic line bundles the above construction can be re¬

versed. Namely, if L is an invertible Z-module then Lr is a one-dimensional

real vector space. Therefore every automorphism a of Lr is given by mul¬

tiplication by some nonzero r G M. Let a; be a basis of L over Z and

let ha denote the scalar product on Lr which is defined by the equation

ha(x,x) = r2. Note that ha does not depend on the choice of the basis x

of L because the only other basis of L is —x. This allows us to associate

in a well-defined manner the arithmetic line bundle L = (L, ha) to the pair

L = (L,a). We have the following:
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Lemma 2.2.3. Let L = (L,a) and M = (M,ß) be two pairs consist¬

ing of an invertible Z-module and an automorphism of the induced real

vector space. The associated arithmetic line bundles L = (L, ha) and

M = (M,hß) are isomorphic if and only if |deta| = |det/3|. Moreover,

deg L = — log |det a\.

Proof. The automorphisms a and ß are given by multiplication by some

nonzero real numbers r and s, respectively. Then, |det a\ = \r\ and | det ß\ =

\s\. Let a; be a basis of L over Z and let ip : L —> M be an isomorphism.
Since p(x) is a basis of M, we have hß(p(x),p(x)) = s2. Hence p^ is an

isometry if and only if r2 = s2 which is equivalent to \r\ = \s\. Moreover,

we have degL = —^logha(x, x) = — log \r\. D

So at least for arithmetic curves, we obtain essentially the same theory
whether the infinite part is given by a scalar product or by an automor¬

phism. Let us now consider hermitian vector bundles on arithmetic sur¬

faces. If X is an arithmetic surface, the associated complex variety Xc
is a Riemann surface. It is possible to endow every line bundle L with a

distinguished hermitian metric g. This metric is defined via the Green's

function for the Riemann surface Xc and is therefore called the Green's

metric. Already Arakelov [Al] observed that the Green's metric is admissi¬

ble and that every other admissible metric h on L is a scalar multiple of the

Green's metric, i.e. there is some positive real number a such that h = ag.

On the other hand for every line bundle L on the arithmetic surface X,
we have

HomxR (Lr, Lr) = HomxR (OxK,Oxv) = H (Xr, Oxv) = K.

This shows that the set of admissible hermitian line bundles on X embeds

into the set of pairs (L, a) consisting of a line bundle and an automorphism
of the real line bundle Lr.

All these considerations motivate

Definition 2.2.4. An arithmetic vector bundle on a noncommutative arith¬

metic surface Proj A is a pair S = (S,ß) consisting of an object S of qgr A

and an automorphism ß : £r —> £r. If S is an invertible object, then S is

called an arithmetic line bundle on Proj A.
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2.3 Arithmetic intersection and Riemann-Roch

theorem

2.3.1 Intersection on commutative arithmetic surfaces

Following Soulé [So], there are two ways to compute the intersection number

of two hermitian line bundles L and M on an arithmetic surface X. The

first possibility works as follows. Pick two non-zero sections / and m of L

and M, respectively, such that the divisors div(/) and div(m) of / and m

have no component in common. Then the intersection number of L and M

is computed as

(L, M) = (I, m)fm + (I, m)oo,

where the finite part (l,m)fin is simply the usual intersection number of

the divisors div(/) and div(m), and the infinite part is some expression that

depends on the metrics; see [So, 1.1] for the precise formula.

Since in noncommutative geometry only the category of (quasi-)coherent
Ox-modules is available and particularly there are no points, the concept of

divisors is not defined in this framework; hence this method of computing
the intersection number fails in a noncommutative setting. Therefore we

concentrate on the other approach which involves the determinant of the

cohomology.

Determinant of the cohomology

In order to define the determinant of the cohomology, we need the deter¬

minant of any finitely generated Z-module and not just of the free ones. If

M is a finitely generated Z-module, then M is the internal direct sum of

its free part Mf and its torsion part Mtor. We let n = \Mtor\ and define

det M = det Mf ®z ±Z.

The determinant of the cohomology of a vector bundle L on an arithmetic

surface X is defined to be the invertible Z-module

\(E) = det H°(X, E) ®z (det Hl(X, L))"1. (2.9)

Given two line bundles L and M on X, one puts

(L, M) = X(L <8> M) ®z A(L)"1 ®z A(M)"1 ®z X(Ox). (2.10)
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This again is an invertible Z-module and its norm equals the intersection

number of L and M.

Now, if L and M are two hermitian line bundle on X, one tries to con¬

struct out of the given metrics on L<c and Me a hermitian scalar product
on the complex vector space (L, M)c- In this way one obtains a hermitian

line bundle (L, M) on SpecZ which, in view of (2.10), is a natural general¬
isation of the intersection of L and M. The problem of endowing (L, M)c
with a suitable hermitian metric was solved by constructing for every her¬

mitian line bundle N on X, a hermitian scalar product on the determinant

of the cohomology X(N)c- One solution is due to Faltings [F2], the other

goes back to Quillen [Q]. The two scalar products on X(N)c differ by a con¬

stant, which only depends on the Riemann surface Xc but is independent
on the hermitian line bundle N in question, cf. [So, 4.4].

2.3.2 Intersection on noncommutative arithmetic surfaces

Determinant of the cohomology

Let Proj A be a noncommutative arithmetic surface and fix some automor¬

phism a of the dualizing object wr. Let C = (C, ß) be an arithmetic line

bundle and S = (£,7) be an arithmetic vector bundle on Proj A. Recall

that ß induces homomorphisms

ßn ' Extqgr Ar(£r, £r) -^ Extqgr Am(£>R, £r) ,
n > 0.

Likewise 7 induces homomorphisms

(7*)n : ExtqgYÄK(C^,£M.) —> ExtqgYAk(£$i, £m.), n > 0.

We set ß* = ß^ and 7* = (7*)o- To avoid ambiguities, we sometimes write

ExtqgrÄ]SL(ß, £r) instead of ß* and similarly for (7*)n.
Inspired by the above considerations in the commutative case, we define

two arithmetic line bundles on SpecZ, namely

det Horn (£,£) = (det RomqgTA(£, £), det ((/T1)* o 7,))

and

det Ext (£,£) = (detExtqgrA(£,£),det ((ß~l)l ° (7*)i) det(^)"1) ,

where a* = Homqgrj4R (£R 0 £^1, a) and £R 0 £^1 = tt (Y(£) ®a Y(£)v)r .

By definition of a noncommutative arithmetic surface, all the Ext groups
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occurring above are finitely generated. Moreover the base change lemma,
Lemma 2.1.9, ensures that this remains true after tensoring with K, i.e.

the Ext groups ExtqgY Ak(C^, £r) are finite dimensional real vector spaces,

hence the determinants are reasonable and everything makes sense.

The expression det (a*)-1 occurs for the following reason. If A = (A, id)
is the trivial arithmetic bundle on Proj A, then

(detExt(Ä,Ä))_1 = ((detExtqgrA(A,A))"\det(a*))
= (det KomqglA(A, u), det (a*))

= det Horn (A, uf) ,

which is a natural condition to be imposed in the definition of a metric on

the determinant of the cohomology, cf. [La, Thm. V.3.2]. In other words,
the expression det (a*) is necessary in order that the natural isomorphism
between Ext groups given by the dualizing sheaf induces an isomorphism
of the corresponding arithmetic line bundles. For more details we refer to

Theorem 2.3.3 below.

However, we set

X(Z,£) = det Horn (Z,£) ®z (det Ext {Z,~£))~l.

If C = A is the trivial arithmetic bundle, then we write X(£) instead of

X(A, £) and call it the determinant of the cohomology of £.

Recall that for every Ox-module £ on a commutative scheme X and every

% > 0, the Ext group Extx(Ox,£) and the cohomology group H%(X,£)
are naturally isomorphic. Hence in view of (2.9), our definition of the

determinant of the cohomology is a natural generalisation of the one in the

commutative case.

Compatibility with Serre duality

In order to prove that the determinant of the cohomology is compatible
with Serre duality, we need the following two lemmata.

Lemma 2.3.1. Let k be a field, let F, G : C —> mod-A; be two functors

from any category C to the category of finite dimensional k-vector spaces,

let rj : F —> G be a natural transformation, and let A be an object of C. If

r]A is an isomorphism, then det F(f) = det G(f) for every endomorphism

f:A->A.
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Proof. Given an endomorphism f : A ^ A, there is a commutative diagram

F(A) -^ G(A)

F(f) G(f)

F(A) -^ G(A).

If r]A is an isomorphism, we thus obtain F(f) = r/J1 o G(f) o r/A, whence

detF(/) = det<3(/). D

Lemma 2.3.2. Let A be a finite dimensional simple algebra over a field k,
and let M be a finitely generated A-bimodule. Given a G A, let Xa and pa

denote left and right multiplication by a on M, respectively. Then for every

a G A,

detfc(Aa) = detk(pa).

Proof. Let K denote the center of the simple algebra A, and let r be the

dimension of A over K. It follows from [Re, (7.13)] that the enveloping

algebra Ae = yl% A° is isomorphic to the algebra Mr(K) of r x r-matrices

over the field K. We may view every A-bimodule N as a left Ae-module,

by means of the formula

(a ® b°)n = anb, for all a G A, b° G A°, n G TV.

Since Ae = Mr(K), every minimal left ideal V^ of Ae is isomorphic to the left

A-module of r-component column vectors with entries in K, and hence has

dimension r over K. Moreover, every finitely generated left Ae-module is

isomorphic to a finite direct sum of copies of V. In particular, this applies to

the left Ae-module A, whence A = V for dimensional reasons. This implies
that there is a natural number m such that M = Am as A-bimodules. Hence

for every a G A, detfc(Aa) = mdetk(fa) and det(pa) = mdetk(ga), where

/a : A —> A is left multiplication and ga : A —> A is right multiplication by
a. Finally, it follows from [Re, (9.32)] that detk(fa) = NA\k(a) = detk(ga)
which completes the proof. D

Now we are ready to prove

Theorem 2.3.3. Let C be an arithmetic line bundle on a noncommutative

arithmetic surface Proj A. Suppose that Proj Ar satisfies Serre duality. If

Endqgr,4R(AR) is a simple ring, then the determinant of the cohomology is

compatible with Serre duality, that is,

X(C,U) = X(C).
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Proof. Recall

X(C,U) = det Horn(C,U) <g> (det Ext(C,U))~l

and

A(Z) = det Horn (Ä,Z) <g> (det Ext(Ä,Z))_1.
If C = (C, ß) and uj = (uj, a) then

det Horn (C,uj) = (det RomqgT A(C, lu), det ((ß'1)*) det (a,)) (2.11)

and

(detExt(Ä,Z))_1 = ((detExtqgrA(A,£))-1 ^et^)^1 det(a*)) , (2.12)

where (ß~1)* = YLomqglAs (ß-^u-Rj , (/3*)i = ExtqgrAR (Ar, ß) and a* =

Homqgrv4R (Cr, a). By definition of the dualizing object, the two functors

Extqgrv4R(A.R, — )v and Homqgrv4R(—,ur) are isomorphic, so Lemma 2.3.1

ensures

det ((/T1)*) = det ((ß;1),) . (2.13)

On the other hand we have

det ((ß;1),) = det ((ß;l)x) = det(ß*)il. (2.14)

Combining (2.11), (2.12), (2.13) and (2.14) yields

det Horn {Z,uj) ^ (det Ext (Ä,Z))~l. (2.15)

It remains to prove

det Horn (Ä,Z) = (det Ext (JC,üj))~l. (2.16)

By definition,

det Horn (Ä,Z) = (det RomqglA(A,C), det(/?*)) (2.17)

and

(det Ext {C,,uj))~1 = ((detExtqg^^,^))"1 ,det ((ß~l)l o (a*)i)_1 det (a

(2.18)

* i i
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where a* = ~H_omqgYAw, (ur (g) C^l,a) .
Since Proj Ar satisfies Serre duality,

the functors Extqgrv4R(—,ur) and Homqgrv4R(A.R, — )v are isomorphic, and

applying Lemma 2.3.1 yields

det(A*) = det((^)v). (2.19)

Since det ((ß~r)l) = det (ß\) and det ((ß*)y) = det (ß*), we may combine

(2.17), (2.18) and (2.19) to see that

detHom(Ä,Z) ^ ((det Ext\gYA(C, u))'1, det ((/T1)?)-1) .

Hence in order to prove (2.16), it suffices to show

det ((a*)i)~l det(a*) = 1. (2.20)

Since Cr is invertible, it follows from Theorem 2.1.8 that the func¬

tor £r = ttr (Fr(—) ®Ak Lr) is an autoequivalence of qgrAR and t^1 =

ttr (Fr(—) 0ar L]&) is a quasi-inverse of it. We thus have natural isomor¬

phisms

Extqgr^R (£r> _) — ExtqgrAR (^r(^r), ~) — Extqgr,4R (Ar, tR (-)) .

In combination with the natural isomorphism

ExtqgrAR (-4k^r (-)) — HomqgrAR (tR (-),ur) ,

which is provided by definition of the dualizing object, we obtain a natural

isomorphism

ExtqgrAR (£k> -) — Homqgrj4R (t^ (-),^r) .

Applying Lemma 2.3.1 yields

det ((a*)i) = det ((a^) = det (t^(a)*) . (2.21)

Let L denote the endomorphism ring Endqgrv4R(ü;R) of the dualizing ob¬

ject cur. There is an L-bimodule structure on the abelian group G =

YLomqgIÄK (^r1(^r),^r) defined by

epf = eopot^l(f), for all e, / G L, p G G.
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In terms of this L-bimodule structure, applying the homomorphism a* =

Homqgrv4R (tRl(uR),a) is simply left multiplication by a. Analogously, ap¬

plying t^l(a)* is right multiplication by a. Therefore, if L is a finite dimen¬

sional simple M-algebra, then it follows from Lemma 2.3.2 that det(a^) =

det(^1(a)*), which together with (2.21) establishes (2.20). It thus remains

to show that L is simple and finite dimensional over K.

Since Proj Ar satisfies Serre duality, there exist two natural isomorphisms

&' : ExtqgrAk(-, ur) —> Extqgr^R(AR, -)v, i = 0,1.

Therefore

L = Hom(Wl,wR) = Extl(AR,UR)v = Hom(AR, Ar). (2.22)

By assumption, B = Tr(Ar)o = Homqgrv4R(AR, Ar) is a simple M-algebra,
whose dimension over M. is finite because Proj Ar is ü-finite. The isomor¬

phism in (2.22) is an isomorphism of real vector spaces, so it only implies
that L has the same finite dimension as B, but it does not ensure that

L = B as rings. To verify this, we still have to work a little bit.

Left multiplication A& on Tr(ü;r) induces the ring homomorphism

A : B -> E' = EndGrAR (Fr(wr))° ,
b h-> Xb.

Since E' ^ 0, the two-sided ideal ker A of the simple ring B is proper. This

implies that A is injective. On the other hand by Lemma 2.1.2(ii), the

representing functor Tr : QGr Ar —> Gr Ar is fully faithful, thus the rings
L and E' are isomorphic. But A is also a homomorphism of real vector

spaces, so it follows from (2.22) that A is in fact an isomorphism, which

shows that the rings L and B are isomorphic. Hence L is indeed a finite

dimensional simple M-algebra, and the theorem is established. D

We proceed now with the definition of the intersection of an arithmetic

line bundle C with an arithmetic vector bundle £ on a noncommutative

arithmetic surface Proj A. We define the intersection of C with £ to be

(C,£) = X(C,£) ®zX(C,A)~l ®zX(£)-1 ®Z\ÇÂ). (2.23)

This is an arithmetic line bundle on SpecZ. The intersection number (C, £)
is now simply the negative of the arithmetic (or Arakelov) degree of (C,£),
i.e.

(C,£) = -derg((C,£)). (2.24)
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The minus sign occurs for the following reason. If C and At are two arith¬

metic line bundles on a commutative arithmetic surface X, then

X(C,M) 9* A(öx,Z_1 (g) M) = X(C~1(g)M).

Putting this into (2.23) yields

(C,M) ^ A(Z_1 ®M) <8> A(Z"1)"1 ® XÇM)-1 <8> X(ÖX).

Comparing the right hand side with (2.10), we see that it computes the

intersection of C and At. Since deg ((£ ,Ai)) = —deg (K(C,Ai)) ,
this

explains the minus sign in (2.24).

2.3.3 Riemann-Roch theorem and formula

We have the following Riemann-Roch theorem:

Theorem 2.3.4. Let C be an arithmetic line bundle on a noncommutative

arithmetic surface Proj A, and suppose that Proj Ar satisfies Serre duality.

i/"Endqgrv4R(AR) is a simple ring, there is an isomorphism

X(Cf~2 ® X(Äf2 ^ (Z,Z) ® (Z,^)"1. (2.25)

Proof. Once

A(Z,Z)^A(A) (2.26)

is established, the theorem follows immediately. Indeed, if (2.26) holds then

(Z,Z) = A(Z,Z) ® A(Z,Ä)-: ® A(Z)-: ® A(Ä)
= A(Ä)020A(Z,Ä)"10A(Z)-1.

[' }

On the other hand by Theorem 2.3.3, we have X(C,uj) = X(C) and \(oJ) =
A(A), whence

{C,ü)~l = X(C,ïJ)-1 ® A(Z,Ä) ® X(U) ® A(Ä)"1

^A(Z)"10A(Z,Ä).
[ ' }

Combining (2.27) and (2.28) yields (2.25).
So let us prove (2.26). Since Cr is invertible, there is an autoequivalence

£r of qgr Ar such that £r(Ar) = Cr. But every equivalence is a fully faith¬

ful functor, therefore the rings L = Endqgr,4R(£R) and Endqgr,4R(AR) are
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isomorphic, which shows that L is a finite dimensional simple M-algebra. If

C = (C,ß) then, in terms of the ring structure of L, ß* : Endqgr,4R(£R) —>

Endqgr,4R(£R) is left multiplication by ß and likewise, ß* is right multipli¬
cation by ß. Hence it follows from Lemma 2.3.2 that det(/3*) = det (/?*),
whence det ((ß~l)*ß*) = 1, which shows

det Horn (Z,Z) -i det Horn ÇA, A). (2.29)

The same argument also applies to the bundle Ext(£,£). More precisely,
the abelian group ExtqglA]g(C,C) has a natural L-bimodule structure for

which (ß*)i is left multiplication by ß, and ßl is right multiplication by

ß. Since L is a finite dimensional simple M-algebra, it thus follows from

Lemma 2.3.2 that det ((/?*)i) = det ((/?)*), whence

det((ß-l)\(ß*)1) = l. (2.30)

On the other hand since Cr is invertible, there is a natural isomorphism

Homqgr,4R (Cr ® £r , -) = Homqgr,4R (Ar, -),

and applying Lemma 2.3.1 to the automorphism a : cur ^ cur yields

det Homqgr,4R (Cr ® C^1, a) = det Homqgrj4R (Ar, a). (2.31)

Combining (2.30) and (2.31) shows

det Ext (Z, Z) -i det Ext ÇA, Ä) ,

which together with (2.29) establishes (2.26) and thus completes the proof.
D

To get a Riemann-Roch formula, we still have to introduce the Euler

characteristic of an arithmetic vector bundle on a noncommutative arith¬

metic surface. Let M be a finitely generated Z-module and suppose that

M has a volume. Recall the Euler characteristic

X(M) = -logvol(MR/M) + log|Mtor|.

Hence, if L is a hermitian vector bundle on SpecZ, then x(^) = degL.

Now, in analogy with [La, p. 112], we define the Euler characteristic of an

arithmetic vector bundle £ on a noncommutative arithmetic surface Proj A

to be

X(£) = X (Hom(Ä,Z)) -

x (Ext(Ä,£)) =dergX(£).
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Using this notion, taking degrees in (2.25) yields the Riemann-Roch for¬

mula

x(£) = ^((Ä£)-(Ä^))+xC4).
Note that this formula looks exactly like the Riemann-Roch formula for

hermitian line bundles on commutative arithmetic surfaces, cf. [Mo, Thm.

6.13].



A Quotient Categories

In this appendix, we briefly resume the construction of quotient categories
and list some important results. Two good references for quotient categories
are Gabriel's article [G] and Popescus's book [Po].
A non-empty full subcategory T of an abelian category A is called dense

if for all short exact sequences 0 —> A' —> A —> A" —> 0 in A, A belongs to

T if and only if both A' and A" do. In particular, the zero object is in T.

An object A of A is called torsion if it lies in T and torsion-free if its only

subobject belonging to T is the zero object.

Definition A.l. Let J be a dense subcategory of an abelian category A.

The quotient category A/T is defined as follows:

• its objects are the objects of A;

• if A and B are objects of A then

HomA/T(A,L) :=limRomA(Af,B/Br),

where the direct limit is taken over all subobjects A' of A and all

subobjects B' of B with the property that A/A' and B' belong to T;

• the composition of morphisms in A/T is induced by that in A.

Of course one has to show that this definition makes sense, cf. [Po, Thm.

4.3.3]. Every quotient category comes with a quotient functor

tt : A —> A/T

defined by tt(A) = A on objects and 7r(f) as the image of / in the direct

limit on morphisms. The quotient functor satisfies tt(A) = 0 if and only
if A belongs to T. This is a direct consequence of Lemme 2 in [G, Chap.

III]. Furthermore, quotient categories together with their quotient functors

satisfy the following universality:

Theorem A.2. Let Y be a dense subcategory of an abelian category A. Then
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(i) the quotient category A/T is abelian and the quotient functor tt : A —>

A/T is exact;

(ii) and if F : A ^ D is an exact functor to another abelian category D

such that F (A) = 0 whenever A is in J, then there is a unique functor
G : A/T —> D such that F = G o tt, that is such that the diagram

commutes.

Proof. [G, Prop. ULI, Cor. III.2; Po, Thm. 4.3.8, Cor. 4.3.11]. D

Following [Po], a dense subcategory T of an abelian category A is called

a localizing subcategory if the quotient functor tt : A —> A/T has a right

adjoint. We write a for the right adjoint and call it the section functor.
The key result is that when A has injective envelopes, T is a localizing

subcategory if and only if it is closed under direct sums, cf. [Po, 4.4]. The

following proposition summarises some important properties of the section

functor.

Proposition A.3. Suppose that J is a localizing subcategory of the abelian

category A. Let tt : A —> A/T and a : A/T —> A denote the quotient and the

section functors. Let J7 be an object of A/J. Then

(i) gT is torsion-free;

(ii) if f G Hoiila(M, N) and 7r(f) is an isomorphism, then the induced

map f* : Hoiila(^V, gT) —> Hoiila(M, gT) is an isomorphism as well;

(iii) the map tt : Hoiila(M, gT) —> HomA/iC^Af, ttgT) is an isomorphism

for every object M of A;

(iv) ttg = idA/T;

(v) g is fully faithful.

Proof. [G, Lemme III.2.1, Lemme III.2.2, Prop. III. 2.3.a]. D
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